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Editorial

a benchmark issue for readers
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and knowledge
portfolio.
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his issue has several articles that are
absolute benchmarks for good practice or
explain complex topics in easy to
understand language. In the latter category is
Nick Day’s article on photogrammetry as an
alternative to laserscanning (page 36). With
input from several other experts, Nick explains
the principles involved clearly and introduces a
cost-effective solution that may be the ideal
solution for some projects.
Working offshore does not bring many
compensations, apart from a reasonable salary
and maybe the dubious camaraderie of
working in a team in a confined space. Being
the client’s representative can also be a lonely
job as Jerry Monk explains (page 20). Although
there is a light-hearted aspect to Jerry’s
account, he manages to provide a first class
reference point for any one contemplating
taking up this role or who just needs a better
understanding of what the job entails.
Professional surveyors (and by “professional”
I mean those with proper qualifications – RICS,
ICES, etc) have long complained about being
undercut by unqualified one-man bands
operating from a back bedroom. Yet often the
same professionals will complain about over
detailed and onerous survey specifications.
Driven by complaints from fellow surveyors and
from clients about substandard work, Shane
MacLaughlin makes a strong case in this issue
for why we need survey specs (Quality, value
and the price of non-conformance, page 34).
Weak specs can be exploited leading to over
competitive pricing and that lets in the backbedroom boys.
Since the last issue of GW the dreadful
earthquake in Haiti has dominated much of
the news. The MapAction team has been
deployed including Naomi Morris who is their
Humanitarian Projects Manager. Naomi has
been part of a capacity building team working
in Papua New Guinea before she was
deployed to Haiti. Her account of the work in
PNG makes interesting reading (page 18).
MapAction is not just there when disaster
strikes but anticipates those areas of the globe
liable to natural catastrophe and helps local
personnel with training in disaster recovery.
Our publishers, PV Publications, will be
running a fundraiser for MapAction at the
coming GEO-10 event but you can also
donate via http://www.mapaction.org/
If you are a UK reader you will find full details
in the centre spread of this issue of our m3
Conference at GEO-10. Getting a two-day
conference together with two alternative streams
has been challenging, as neither of the two main
institutions have wanted to get involved. We
believe there is demand for a properly planned

and run professional conference, which is not just
an opportunity for the supplier side of the
business to make sales pitches. In the current
climate with many surveyors and GI professionals
either unemployed or worried about their future,
it makes sense to stay as up to date as possible
as well as looking at new aspects of GI or ones
that you’ve not previously worked in. Cloud
computing, open source, free data, 3D mapping,
the value of place, new large scale mapping
sources and the growing importance of
intellectual property issues where GI is concerned
are all on the agenda. Check it out in the centre
pages or go to our website, www.pvpubs.com
Finally, I encourage readers to respond to
the Ordnance Survey consultation exercise
(page 16). Unbelievably, the OS is supposed to
be able to implement whichever of its plans is
adopted by Government from 1st April,
otherwise known as All Fools’ Day.

Stephen Booth, Editor

Ten years ago
Our March/April issue for 2000 reported the results of
our Surveyor of the Century poll with Martin Hotine an
unsurprising winner. The choice of a Surveyor for the
Millennium was rather more surprising but then it was
surely only right that we acknowledged someone who
made such a vast contributon to the science of
measurement: Sir Isaac Newton.
The then President of the Geomatics Division
was Prof Michael Cooper. His series of articles
Boundary Values focused on Professional and
Technical Geomatics Surveying and would pay study
by those grappling with the meaning of these two
words today. He drew clear lines between the two.
The News column reported agreement between
Ordnance Survey and local government reps after
tensions over the National Land & Property
Gazetteer that are believed to have led to the
resignation of OS Director General Geoff Robinson.
Unusual applications for laser scanning were
beginning to appear. John Clarke explained how
Babcock Rosyth Engineering were using a Cyrax
scanner for a ship refit.
Gary Covington in his popular series of reflective
anecdotes looked back at the early days of GPS in
1981 when a giant Magnavox receiver meant 12
hours of waiting for a fix and lumping heavy car
batteries around.
On the technology front, MDL had just launched
their Quarryman face profiling laser system; water
protection for total stations was beginning to be
specified along with Windows CE for data
collection devices.
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NEWS

Monitoring a stricken landscape

that need to be awarded, for the
ground control segments of
Galileo. The three major contracts
in this area should be awarded by
mid-2010. Source: By Jonathan
Amos, Science correspondent, BBC
News (http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/
sci/tech/8442090.stm)

New FM qualification

RapidEye has completed imaging of all of the regions in Haiti
that have been most affected by the 7.0 magnitude. The
geospatial information provider managed to image more than
80% of this large area between 13-17 January and the images
clearly show the extensive damage to the region around the
epicentre of the earthquake at 18°27'05"N / 72°26'40"W.
In addition, MacDonald, Dettwiler and Associates’ space-based
imagery is being used to assess damage and direct relief efforts
to the Haitian capital of Port-au-Prince from the earthquake in
January. MDA has provided imagery acquired by the Radarsat-2
satellite over Haiti in support of disaster recovery and
reconstruction efforts by the Canadian government and relief
agencies through the Canadian Space Agency’s participation in
the International Charter Space and Major Disasters.
Image: ©Copyright 2010 RapidEye AG

The RICS has extended its new
grade of associate membership to
include the facilities management
sector. With AssocRICS, individuals
with the relevant experience or
qualifications working within
facilities management, are offered
the opportunity to gain recognition
for their skills with a qualification
that will certify ethical standards
and competence levels. Although
an entry level professional
qualification, it offers an
alternative to the RICS graduate
route for those without an
accredited degree. The assessment
process is online and competency
based, and the qualification is
achieved by demonstrating that
the institution’s standards have
been met through relevant work
experience and/or qualifications.

Galileo under way?

Towards a dynamic
information landscape

A German/UK consortium has won
the bid to supply the first
operational spacecraft for Europe’s
Galileo satellite-navigation system,
reports the BBC. OHB System and
Surrey Satellite Technology Ltd will
build 14 satellites in a contract
valued at €566m. The contract was
announced by the European
Commission in Brussels and should
mean that the much delayed Galileo
Constellation will finally become
operational in early 2014. European
Commission vice-president with
responsibility for transport, Antonio
Tajani, also announced contracts to
purchase the rockets on which to
launch the satellites and system
management to oversee the Galileo
project implementation.

Phil Davies, SSTL, has told
BBC News: ‘Our schedule has the
satellites rolling off the end of
the production line in the second
half of 2012. We then fall into a
steady state where we produce a
satellite every six weeks or so.
The first two will be ready for
launch in October 2012’.
Arianespace of France will
launch the spacecraft and will use
Russian-built Soyuz rockets initially
to send up the spacecraft in
batches of two. Thales Alenia
Space of Italy has been asked to
provide the system support to pull
the whole project together.
However, this is just the start of
the operational roll-out with more
satellites and rockets needed and
also outstanding work packages

The first annual report by the UK
Location Council, the body
implementing a four-year national
strategy to maximise the value of
geospatial datasets, charts moves
to put location at the heart of
decision making. The report
(www.defra.gov.uk/ location)
shows how essential data is more
easily accessed and shared through
a common infrastructure of ‘core
reference geographies’ and
technology standards that include
open source software where
appropriate. The report states that
the “fundamentals have now been
established to support the
implementation of key elements of
an infrastructure aimed at making it
easier to discover, access and share

Leica Geosystems HDS and INOVx are to jointly
develop software for converting laser-scan data into
intelligent plant models. Integrated products will be
based on the former’s Cyclone and the latter’s
RealityLINx software and should be available in the
second quarter of 2010. Also, the company is now
reselling MicroSurvey Software’s new PointCloud
CAD mapping software on a global basis.
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location information, thus reducing
costs and duplication”. According to
the council, it is taking forward its
strategy within a “dynamic
information landscape”. This
includes changes to public sector
information policy and new
technologies enabling greater digital
engagement such as linked data
under the making public data public
initiative. A web-based geoportal is
also being developed to allow data
providers to publish their data and
services and let users discover, view
and evaluate location information.

New model of English
Channel
In December 2009, SeaZone
completed the first phase of its
bathymetry improvement
programme for the northern
English Channel between South
Foreland and Land’s End. The
company’s aim is to create a high
resolution and accurate bathymetry
model of the UK Continental Shelf.
The new model will become a core
reference dataset in the company’s
digital marine mapping product,
HydroSpatial. The model is created
from best available digital survey
bathymetry data from a variety of
sources. The company has spent
the past three years gathering and
digitising data, and identifying and
gaining permission to use and
capture survey sheets stored in
archive at the UK Hydrographic
Office. In total, SeaZone has
invested in the capture of over 400
surveys to create this database of
the UK’s underwater terrain.

CONTRACTS & PROJECTS

Surveying Lithuanian
roads
The State Enterprise Transport and
Road Research Institute in
Lithuania has taken delivery of the
latest StreetMapper system. The
mapping system will be used by
the institute’s road survey division
to help evaluate the condition of
the road network, plan road repair
and reconstruction projects and
provide additional information for
economic justification of proposed
works. The system, developed by
3D Laser Mapping, was supplied
by Vilnius based, Nota Bene,
distributors of the product for the
Baltic region. ‘The StreetMapper

NEWS

Satellite imagery helps map Haiti
A four-strong team from UK charity, MapAction, has been working in Haiti and providing
emergency mapping services to support efforts to rescue victims of the earthquake in
January. The team, which includes Naomi Morris (see her article on page 18), has been
providing up-to-the-minute, post-earthquake maps – drawn up using existing maps, on-site
information and the latest mapping technology and satellite imagery – that capture critical
information about the real-time situation on the ground in Port-au-Prince. This will allow
NGOs (non-governmental organisations) and emergency responders to identify where help
is needed, where bridges or roads may no longer be usable, where survivors have
gathered, and the most effective way to get to where they can make the most difference.
(Image: It looks like any normal city but look closer at this imagery captured by the GeoEye satellite and you
see the ruins of what was once a busy bustling city. This startling image of Port-au-Prince was captured the
day after the earthquake struck. ©GeoEye Satellite Image).
system will enable us to capture
higher quality survey data while
travelling at normal traffic speeds,’
says Mindaugas Dimaitis, head of
the road survey division. ‘This
obviously reduces the impact on
other road users and provides an
economic advantage over other
systems previously deployed’.

Monitoring the opium
trade
RapidEye has completed a
baseline image campaign covering
the Helmand river basin in

Afghanistan. The project was
requested with an imaging
window from 3 November to 4
December 2009 with the majority
of the collection taking place
during 18 to 28 November.
Covering over 250,000 sq km, the
Helmand river basin is the largest
in Afghanistan, accounting for
almost half of the country’s
territory, and is the world’s largest
opium production region. The
project was initiated to obtain
baseline imagery maps and ground
cover information prior to the

beginning of the 2010 growing
season. The imagery will help to
understand growth patterns and
estimate yields in this area, which
is considered to be an essential
part in the United Nations (UN),
US and other efforts to suppress
production.

real-time technologies to
increase site productivity and
lower operational costs.

The Chilean copper producer,
Codelco, has awarded Leica
Geosystems with an order to
fit out over 370 of its vehicles
with the Jigsaw360 mine
management system with

Topcon Europe Positioning
has acquired Roadware BV, a
Dutch company developing
products for road
construction, in the form of a
business and assets deal.

3D Laser Mapping has appointed
CPE Technologia as a reseller of
the mine safety monitoring
system, SiteMonitor.
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Customised imagery

telephone and fax number for
RICS Asia remain unchanged.
Surveying for Engineers (5th
edition) by J Uren and WF
Price is expected to be
published shortly. This well
established work takes the
reader through traditional
methods to the very latest
technological developments.
For more information, visit
www.palgrave.com.

Spot Image and Infoterra have signed an agreement to be a
partner for Google’s Earth Enterprise allowing the companies to
provide customised products to their customers and distributors.
Using this technology, customers will be able to access their
own internal geospatial data in 2D and 3D as well as new
geospatial imagery and services provided by the two companies.
Image: ©Copyright Spot Imagery 2009.

BRIEFS
Rowena Wells and Ann Jones
have been named top prize
winners of the GeoVation
Awards Programme launched
in October 2009 and
supported by Ordnance
Survey. The Wales-based
entrepreneurs took the main
prize of £11,000 for their
venture called MaxiMap, a
giant floor map to help get
schoolchildren excited about
learning geography.
Topcon Europe Positioning has
announced that the GRS-1
(geodetic rover system) has
obtained TÜV certification under
the European Union (EU)
agricultural directive commission
regulation 796/2004, article 30.
This directive supports the
validation of area measurement

methods for agricultural land
parcels in order to comply with
the current common agricultural
policy (CAP) of the EU.
Ordnance Survey has
celebrated the topping out
of its new head office at
Adanac Park. Vanessa
Lawrence CB, director
general and chief executive,
received a commemorative
trowel on the completion of
the external structure and
helped place the finishing
touches to the roof
alongside representatives
from developer Kier.
The Royal Institution of
Chartered Surveyors (RICS) Asia
has been relocated to a new
office at Room 1804, Hopewell
Centre, 183 Queen’s Road East,
Wanchai, Hong Kong. The

Hydro 2010, the International
Federation of Hydrographic
Societies’ 18th biennial European
hydrographic conference, will be
held from 2-5 November 2010 in
Warnemunde, northern Germany.
Further details are available at
www.hydro2010.com.
Veripos has extended its
multi-source differential GPS
service for South Atlantic
and Southern Ocean regions
by establishing new
reference station facilities in
the Falkland Islands.
Latimer Cad Ltd has announced
a new partnership with Bill
Blake Heritage Documentation
to offer extended expertise in
the heritage and workflow
problem solving aspects of the
direct to CAD survey toolset
supplied through the TheoLt
product series.
International ESRI
distributor, DATA+, has
recently been reorganised to
form ESRI CIS, a distributor
for the GIS software
company in the
Commonwealth of
Independent States (CIS).

ESRI is working with the
geographic information system
community and agencies
responding to the Haiti
earthquake by providing
software, technical support, GIS
data, and personnel. Personnel
and agencies helping the relief
effort can take advantage of
maps, data, software and web
services available online through
www.esri.com/haiti.

PEOPLE
Title change at 1Spatial

A change in 1Spatial’s senior
management team sees Dr
Michael Sanderson (left), former
chief executive, become executive
chairman and Nic Snape (right)
takes over day-to-day running of
the group as chief executive. Dr
Sanderson joined the company in
2001 as managing director and in
2003 he successfully engineered a
management buy out. He will now
be spearheading the company’s
strategy in areas like the Inspire
and Digital Britain initiatives. Snape
also joined the company in 2001.
He has experience working
internationally in the geospatial
arena, having spent a large portion
of his career working in North
America and Asia Pacific regions,
as well as throughout Europe.

Collis bows out

A high-flying season
Bluesky has reported a successful year with a record aerial
photography season, which has seen its aerial surveying
contribute toward an area of 32,000 sq km captured for the
GeoPerspectives archive of orthorectified aerial photography.
During 2009, the company’s aircraft were able to capture cities
including Manchester, Glasgow and Leeds as well as counties
such as Northamptonshire, Oxfordshire, Yorkshire and
Bedfordshire. All the areas flown to date will be produced in
either 10cm, 12.5cm or 25cm resolution. The aerial datasets are
being made available online at www.bluesky-world.com. The
imagery is being used to produce digital terrain and surface
models for 3D modelling and complemented with colour infrared
imagery, simultaneously captured, for vegetation analysis.
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Peter Collis, chief land registrar
and chief executive of Land Registry,
has announced that he will be
stepping down after ten years in the
role. Marco Pierleoni, currently
director-general, finance and
commercial at the Ministry of
Justice, will be succeeding Collis

PEOPLE

until the role is advertised and filled.
‘It has been an enormous privilege
to lead Land Registry for the last
ten years and I am immensely proud
of all that has been achieved during
that time. But, looking ahead, it is
clear that, just as Land Registry is
changing, so the role of chief
executive will change. In my view,
now is the time to make way for
someone with different skills and
experience to take Land Registry
forward,’ says Collis.

Charlie joins MBS

Charlie Matthews MRICS,
formerly with Chartered Land
Surveyors Lewis Brown, is joining
MBS Software. MD David Maltby
says, 'Her first task will be to travel
the length and breadth of the

country to show her face to as
many of our (several hundred!)
users as she can in order to bring
them right up to date with all our
software. Her main priority will be
helping them to get the most out
of our measured building survey
programs as there has been a
recent upturn in this particular
market which we are all hoping
will be sustained.'
Six international students
from Malaysia, Philippines,
Indonesia, Turkey, Kenya and
Pakistan have completed the
United Kingdom Hydrographic
Office’s training course,
Hydrographic Data Processing
and Marine Cartography. The
group was also joined by a
student from the Japan
Hydrographic and
Oceanographic Division
(JHOD) for the final module.
The students were presented
with their final course
certificates by the UK national
hydrographer, Rear Admiral
Ian Moncrieff.

Jouke Engbert Alberda
Many older readers, especially those involved with the FIG,
will be sad to hear of the death, on January 13th 2010, of
Professor Jouke Alberda.
Alberda’s contributions to the “Geodesie” profession
were considerable, ranging from the authorship of many
erudite papers to a popular textbook (Inleiding
Landmeetkunde, 1981), and giving personal assistance to
students as an interpreter of the abstruse writings of some
of his colleagues. He was a lively participant in the activities
of Commission Two (Education) of the FIG; activities which
he spiced with a gifted sense of humour that could delight
listeners in English or Norwegian, in addition to his native
Dutch. Noone present on the Land Surveyors’ visit to Delft
will forget his hilarious mimicry of a Glaswegian instructor
explaining how to fire a Bren Gun, which he had
experienced personally at Maryhill barracks during the
second world war. Nor will they forget the sumptuous feast
he had arranged for the party in the Geodetic Library.
Jouke regularly conducted a small party of students to
study mining surveying at the Cambourne School of Mines,
was a guest speaker at a UK Teacher’s meeting at Sheffield
University, and attended several of the RICS Land Surveyors’
Biennial conferences. In addition to his talents of intellect and
fellowship, he was a gifted artist and knowledgeable art lover.
We value having known such a modest and friendly man. Our
sympathies go out to his widow and daughter and her family.

Arthur Allan and Jim Smith
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• SSEEMMI INNAARRSS CCOONNFFEERREENNCCEESS EEXXHHI IBBI ITTI IOONNSS CCOOUURRSSEESS EEVVEENNTTSS
We welcome advance details of conferences, seminars, exhibitions and other events which are likely to be of interest to the
Geomatics community. Please mention the name of the event, venue, date and point of contact for further information by
readers. Please send to:
The Editor, Geomatics World, 2B North Road, Stevenage, Herts SG1 4AT
Fax: +44 (0)1438 351989, e-mail: editor@pvpubs.demon.co.uk

2010
UK Earth Observation Data
Quality Workshop
9 March, Rutherford Appleton
Laboratory, Didcot,
Oxfordshire, OX11 0QX.
Contact:
www.rspsoc.org/events/ info/ukdata-quality-workshop/
2nd International
Conference on Machine
Control & Guidance. Cosponsored by FIG
Commission 5 and 6
9-11 March, Bonn, Germany.
Contact:
www.mcg.uni-bonn.de

Leica Geosystems &
Applications in CADD
Training
28 April, Southern England.
Contact: Email, uk.training@
leica-geosystems.com or
www.leica-geosystems.co.uk
Intergeo East
6-7 May, Instanbul, Turkey.
Contact:
www.intergeo-east.com
History of Navigation
Symposium
6-7 May, National Maritime
Museum, Greenwich,
London SE10.
Contact: Email Kathryn
Hossain, conference@rin.org.uk

GEO-10: the complete geo
event. A world of
geomatics and GIS
innovations.
24-25 March, Ricoh Arena,
Coventry, UK.
Contact: Email,
sharon@pvpubs.demon.co.uk
or Tel, 01438 352617 or
www.pvpubs.com/events.php

ESRI (UK) Annual
Conference 2010
10-11 May, Hilton London
Metropole, London.
Contact:
www.shapingyourvision.co.uk

XXIV FIG International
Congress 2010
11-16 April, Sydney
Convention & Exhibition
Centre, Sydney, Australia.
Contact:
Tel, (61) 2 9265 0700 or
Email, fig2010@arinex.com.au
or www.fig2010.com

Leica High Definition
Surveying Training Courses
11-14 May, Milton Keynes.
Contact: Email, uk.training@
leica-geosystems.com or
www.leica-geosystems.co.uk

GeoDATA 2010 Seminar
11 May, Cardiff.
Contact: www.training4gis.com

GeoData 2010 Seminar
21 April, Dublin.
Contact:
www.training4gis.com
The Geospatial Information
& Technology Association's
(GITA) 2010 Geospatial
Infrastructure Solutions
Conference
25-29 April, Phoenix
Convention Center, Phoenix,
Arizona, USA.
Contact:
www.gita.org
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GeoDATA 2010 Seminar
13 May, Liverpool.
Contact: www.training4gis.com
GeoCAD’2010 Geodesy,
Topography, Cadastre and
Land Registry
14-15 May, Alba Iulia,
Romania. Contact:
www.fig.net
Developments in GPS,
GNSS & SmartNet Training
Course
18 May, Northern England.
Contact: Email, uk.training@
leica-geosystems.com or
www.leica-geosystems.co.uk
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POSITIONALE 2010 –
International Trade Fair for
Satellite Positioning,
Navigation & Telematics
18-20 May, International
Congress Centre, Stuttgart,
Germany.
Contact: www.positionale.de
Combining GPS & TPS
Training Course
19 May, Northern England.
Contact:
www.leica-geosystems.co.uk
GeoDATA 2010 Seminar
20 May, London.
Contact:
www.training4gis.com
The British Cartographic
Society Annual Symposium
- Talking with Maps
9-11 June, Nottingham
VILLAGE Hotel, Nottingham, UK.
Contact: www.cartography.org.uk
Smart Utility 2010
14-16 June, Chelsea FC,
London. Contact:
www.SmartUtilityEvent.com
The International Society
for Photogrammetry and

Remote Sensing (ISPRS)
Commission V Symposium
– Close range image
measurement techniques
22-24 June, Newcastle upon
Tyne, UK.
Contact: Dr David Barber,
Email, isprs_sec@hotmail.com or
www.isprs-newcastle2010.org
2010 Survey & Engineering
GIS Summit
10-13 July, San Diego, CA,
USA. Contact: www.esri.com/
events/survey/index.html
RSPSoc 2010 – The Remote
Sensing and Photogrammetry Society annual
conference with Irish Earth
Observation Symposium
1–3 September, University
College Cork, Ireland. Contact:
www.rspsoc.org/events/
International Conference
on Spatial Data
Infrastructures 2010. Cosponsored by FIG.
15-17 September, Skopje,
Republic of Macedonia.
Contact: Email, sdiconf2010@
agisee.org or www.agisee.org/
sdiconf 2010.htm

24&25 March 2010
@ Ricoh Arena, Coventry, UK

the m3 Conference
Bridging the gap: sharing and learning

m3 Conference programme now available!
To book your place or see the programme, please call
+44 (0)1438 352617 or visit our website:

www.pvpubs.com

Chair

New Year, New Board

S
The Geomatics
Professional Group
has been
restructured; there’s
a lively programme
of Evening Lectures
back in familiar
surroundings and
Oceanology
International is
looming, reports
Geomatics Chair
Ruth Adams.

ome of you may have noticed an absence
of a Chair’s column last issue. Sorry about
that – everything all got too busy and I
missed the deadline.
I mentioned in my last column that RICS
Professional Group (PG) boards are
restructuring. In light of this the Geomatics
PG has become leaner (and meaner?) to
reflect this. The current board members are:
Ruth Adams (UK and Chair until June 2010)
Horst Borgmann (Europe)
Colin Bray (Ireland)
Brian Coutts (Oceania)
Paul Cruddace (UK)
Peter Dare (Americas)
Stuart Edwards (UK and Chair Desig)
Mark Griffin (Middle East and Africa)
Ken Hall (UK)
Gwyn Jones (UK)
Moira Knight (UK)
Simon Kraeter (UK)
Simon Kwok (Asia)
Chris Preston (UK)
Duncan Moss (UK)

The board has a good mix of skills across the
surveying profession. There are lecturers, selfemployed, government employees and those
who work for surveying firms etc. We have
members from around the world. I’m not
quite sure we have the balance quite right yet
but we have far fewer UK-based board
members than we used to. We have a wide
variety of skills such as imagery, geodesy, civil
engineering, marine, GIS, boundaries, to name
but a few. Of course, we by no means have all
the skills to cover the whole remit of
Geomatics but we’ve a good mix.
We are currently looking at the projects we
need to run next year to ensure that we
continue to deliver the output that you need
from your PG.
Talking of output we, well the Mapping

New Client Guides are available from RICS.

and Positioning Panel in the main, have been
revising our client guides. The latest ones, hot
off the press, are ‘Applications of Aerial
Photography and Imagery’, ‘Virtually Level’
and the ‘Marine, Offshore and Coastal’ RICS
leaflet.1

Evening Lectures
I’ve been fortunate to have been at each of
the Evening Lectures of this series. On 12
November I attended the marine lecture by Glyn
Hunt, Fugro, who gave us an insight into life
offshore from a land surveyor’s point of view. A
key skill you need for working offshore on rigs
is adaptability. Indeed, Glyn’s talk could easily
have been re-titled “a 101 things to do with
gaffer tape” (duct tape) such was the
frequency it was used in his work. He allegedly
built a wall out of it once. Honest.
Our Christmas Lecture was given by former
Geomatics chair and renowned engineering
surveying professor, Mike Cooper, who, as ever,
gave us an excellent presentation on the history
of surveying. He even dared to tread a little into
the future but I fear he’s really leaving that for
the rest of us now that he’s retired!
And last month, 28 January, I attended the
UK GeoForum lecture given by Dr Vanessa
Lawrence, Director General of the Ordnance
Survey. She related the story of mapping in
the UK, presenting significant milestones in
Ordnance Survey history. The future is very
much digital and she gave some interesting
examples of where she sees geospatial data
being used in the future. Her lecture was also
noteworthy for two other reasons. Firstly we
are back in the RICS lecture hall. Yay! And,
secondly, this was the first lecture to have
been advertised using RICS Twitter. You too
can twitter and tweet away with the RICS
here at https://twitter.com/RICSsurveyors.

Oceanology International 2010
I am delighted that RICS will be attending this
event again. The biennial trade show is a great
opportunity for us to showcase what RICS
surveyors can do for the marine environment.
We will have a stand (N155) and will be
showcasing the marine route for AssocRICS
(the new look TechRICS) and our latest marine
leaflet. If you’re there please do come along
and say ‘hi’ – I’d love to see you.
1. All client guides can be found at
http://www.rics.org/site/scripts/documents_info
.aspx?documentID=787&pageNumber=
• You can contact Ruth Adams via
geochair@ricsonline.net
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RICS News

RICS Update and Policy Watch
By James Kavanagh, Director of RICS Land Group

I
With a general
election in the
offing in the UK,
could this herald a
historic change in
how England &
Wales administers
its property and
mapping?
Consultation
exercises are
underway involving
both Land Registry
and Ordnance
Survey, and RICS is
at the forefront of
responding,
explains James
Kavanagh.

‘‘

Land Registry
has been affected
worse than most
by the latest
recession . . .

’’
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n the last issue I highlighted some of the latest
UK geo-policy issues but even some of those
have been overtaken by events. Two important
policy consultations on Land Registry and
Ordnance Survey were launched this winter.
Members can keep up to date with the Land ebrief and through the website,
www.rics.org/geomatics and www.rics.org/land
It’s also been a productive winter for RICS
Geomatics with the ongoing geomatics
evening lecture series 2009-10, which saw
perhaps only the second “standing room
only” lecture in decades. This was the first
evening lecture back in the newly refurbished
lecture hall at RICS, when on 28th January Dr
Vanessa Lawrence FRICS spoke on ‘The future
of national mapping organisations’.

Updated client guides from RICS Geomatics
RICS Geomatics and the Mapping and
Positioning Practice Panel (MAPPP) have now
updated the entire series of ground-breaking
geomatics client guides. These guides are
designed and formatted to quickly and
concisely explain the sometimes complex and
often opaque world of geomatics and
surveying to a non-surveyor audience. Related
professions such as engineers, architects,
developers and planners will find them
invaluable and the guides can also act as an
aide-memoire for professional and technical
members of RICS.
The next three updated guidelines are
available from www.rics.org/geomatics and are:
Virtually level – transition from the familiar
benchmark to heighting using GPS. This guide
explains how GNSS heighting techniques
have, in recent years, superseded traditional
benchmark control and underlines some of
the issues that may be encountered. This
guide is produced in partnership with
Ordnance Survey GB.
Applications of aerial photography and digital
imagery – using ‘off the shelf’ and commissioned
products. This new guide gives a concise and
easy to read outline of what a client and
surveyor can expect from current imagery
products in a very fast moving technical
environment.
Marine, offshore and coastal – an RICS
perspective. This guide outlines just what RICS
does in the marine/hydrographic surveying
environment and how RICS qualifications can
benefit you and your business.
The final three guides in the series will be
available in early summer 2010.
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Land Registry’s Accelerated
Transformation Programme (ATP)
RICS recently responded to the consultation
on the possible effects of the proposals
outlined within the ATP initiative. Land
Registry has been affected worse than most by
the latest recession and has seen a severe fall
in income due to the recessionary effects on
the property transaction market. The ATP
outlined a programme of office closures (5),
estate and property rationalisation, staff cuts
and an increase in online services. Nothing has
been spared, even Land Registry Lincolns Inn
Fields offices are potentially under the
hammer. RICS was also saddened to learn of
the resignation of the Chief Registrar Peter
Collis HonRICS. Peter has been a long-time
supporter of increased dialogue and working
between Land Registry and the surveying
profession, the NVQ/AssocRICS training
programme and of RICS Governing Council.
RICS’ response focused on issues such as
maintaining a strong localised service to the
public, local government and the professions.
We also highlighted the inherent dangers in
shedding high-skilled, professional staff and
that Land Registry should review its staff
programme carefully. RICS also mentioned the
potential socio-economic factors involved in
office closures and that some areas may be
left without significant coverage. East Anglia
was an area of particular interest.
Eagle-eyed members will have noted that
within the ‘Operational Efficiency Programme –
Asset Portfolio’ policy release from Nov 2009,
there is a proposal to move the mapping and
surveying element within Land Registry to
Ordnance Survey but more of that below.

Ordnance Survey
To paraphrase a fellow Dubliner ‘sometimes
there’s only one thing worse than not being
talked about’ and OS has certainly dominated
the geo-policy news during this winter and early
spring. Late December saw the release of a new
consultation on Policy options for geographic
information from Ordnance Survey. RICS
members will have seen the release in the Jan
2010 Land e-brief but more can be found @
http://www.rics.org/site/scripts/news_article.aspx?
newsID=1223
All members were also encouraged to
engage with the response process by firstly
reading the consultation documentation and
then by answering the various consultation
questions on the new IConsult virtual platform
@http://consultations.rics.org/inovem/consult.ti/

RICS News
osgbpolicyoptions2010/consultationHome
As part of a Government drive to open up
data to improve transparency, the consultation
document outlines three different potential
business models for Ordnance Survey and lists
12 consultation questions.
The government media release emphases
the release of “free datasets” focusing on
small scale mapping. RICS is concerned that
this document perhaps exhibits a lack of
understanding regarding mapping data field
collection and small scale map
generalisation/collation. Small scale is rarely
“free” and can be a geographic by product of
large scale data generalisation.
RICS members may also find it informative
to read this document in conjunction with the
recent Operational efficiency programme:
Asset portfolio policy document. The asset
document clearly underlines the policy remit
of Ordnance Survey whilst the new policy
consultation rarely if ever mentions the
importance of the geodetic framework or the
quality of large scale mapping data and its
critical role in underpinning the property
ownership framework of the UK.
Whilst small scale GI-orientated web mapping
is important it is only one of many key elements
with the scope of the national mapping
agency rather than being its primary purpose.
RICS also notes the inclusion of
“addressing” and the proposals to push
towards a definitive addressing dataset by
bringing together all of the major players.
This consultation finishes on 17th March
2010 and you may well be reading this issue
of GW past that date. Perhaps with all of this
pre-UK election restructuring, the proposals
for OS and LR to work more closely together
(business model option 3) and the huge
changes in data capture and delivery, it is also
the time to re-evaluate how the UK organises
its mapping and land registration/administration
functions. Time for a combined land and
property department in England and Wales?

RICS Partners UN on Global Land Tenure
Guidelines Project
RICS recently hosted a two-day international
consultation on voluntary guidelines for the
responsible governance of land tenure and
other natural resources.
80 delegates from 23 countries gathered at
RICS’ Westminster HQ to provide a private
sector view of this ambitious project to build a
consensus on how to improve access to these
basic resources in the face of challenges posed
by population growth, urbanisation, natural
disasters and climate change. Without
responsible governance of tenure, societies are
unable to satisfy growing demand for land for
food production, new sources of energy,
industry and housing.
The Food and Agriculture Organisation
(FAO) of the United Nations and its
development partners, including RICS, are

working together with states to provide
practical guidelines for national governments,
private sector investors in agriculture, civil
society, academia, donors and development
specialists. Conference delegates at the RICShosted event included representatives of four
UN agencies, the World Bank, The UK
Department for International Development
and Transparency International.
Following the conference, Rob Mahoney,
Chair of the RICS Knowledge Board, presented
a paper on Land Markets and the Modern
Economy to the UK All Party Parliamentary
Group on Agriculture and Food for
Development. The paper explains why a
properly functioning land market is a
prerequisite for any successful economy and
therefore a key tool in poverty alleviation. RICS
members can access further information and the
Land Markets paper @ www.rics.org/land

Latest releases
RICS Geomatics produces a quarterly update
outlining all of the good things coming your
way, the latest spring 2010 update can be
accessed at www.rics.org/geomatics
As a heads up, members should soon be
able to access the following industry standard
professional outputs:
The use of GNSS in surveying and mapping
2nd ed 2010, RICS Guidance Note. This new
edition is fully updated to take account of
recent advances in GNSS technologies and the
emergence of national RTK networks and
systems.
Vertical Aerial Photography and Derived Digital
Imagery – 5th ed 2010, RICS Guidance Note.
This new edition has been completely
redesigned, formatted and updated to take
account of the digital aerial camera revolution.
The 5th edition now comes with a completely
separate client specification section and
updated guidance section.
Geospatial information and the surveying
profession 1st edition 2010 RICS Information
Paper. This new information paper sheds some
light on the fast moving world of geospatial
information and its myriad uses within the
property industry. Designed as an update for
property surveyors but is also a useful
touchstone for geomatics members and GIS
practioners.
This extensive portfolio also includes such
industry standards as Boundaries – procedures
for boundary identification, demarcation and
dispute resolution in England and Wales 2nd
edition 2009 and Terms and Conditions of
Contract for Land Surveying Services 3rd
edition 2009. This edition features a new
quick specification, an updating of intellectual
property issues and a fully edited and
revamped format.
All of the above are or will be available free
of charge from www.rics.org/guidance and
www.rics.org/geomatics
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. . . why a
properly
functioning land
market is a
prerequisite for
any successful
economy and
therefore a key
tool in poverty
alleviation.
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Undercurrents

Forging ahead but not with
surveys
A trip to a museum
with a grand cafe
before examining
some rather
interesting
artefacts provides a
prelude to unstable
surveys.

Expensive chandeliers,
hand painted and gilded
tiles, Italian marble. . . not
bad for a cafe!
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y workload continues to be at an all
time low and from reports I get from
other surveyors they are little better.
Firms that employed 30 or 40 surveyors a
couple of years ago are down to a handful or
have given up. Things are no better in other
parts of the world. Reports I have from Dubai
and Australia talk of no better times. So let’s
try and bring a little cheer to readers with this
issue of Undercurrents, the antidote to the
survey blues.
Whenever the editor and I set out to put
together Undercurrents we invariably begin
with a lunch, and preferably somewhere
interesting. For this issue, we decided to meet
at the Victoria & Albert Museum in
Knightsbridge. For many of us London lads
who grew up in the shadow of South
Kensington’s great museums, the V&A was the
one we liked least. Compared to the Natural
History, with its dinosaurs or the Science
Museum with its working machinery and
push-button displays, the V&A was full of
dusty old artefacts, clothes and tapestries.
Passing of years and more cultivated
interests, have made me a bit more
appreciative of what the V&A has to offer.
Indeed, just the building by itself is worth an
extensive visit. As the image shows, this
fabulous salon, decorated in a riot of styles
and at what must have been a cost so high it
would be impossible to repeat today, is one of
three that were built originally as dining rooms
– a first for any museum in the world.
Amazingly they are still in use as the V&A’s
cafe. We had an excellent lunch and then
visited a small but special exhibition of the
Metropolitan Police Services’s Investigation of
Fakes and Forgeries.
This was a fascinating
little show of the work
of a select group of
individuals who ran rings
round the art and
antiques experts. Two of
them deserve special
mention. Shaun
Greenhalgh worked,
literally, from a shed in
Bolton turning out
ancient Egyptian,
Assyrian and other
artefacts. One piece he
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sold to the Bolton Museum for £440,000.
Others were displayed in the Van Gogh
Museum in Amsterdam and the Hayward in
London (at an exhibition opened by The
Queen). The Met, which has had an art and
antiques unit since the 1960s, labelled him
“the most diverse art forger known in
history”. And it wasn’t just Shaun Greenhalgh
– the whole family were involved in the sales
and deception process including grandfather
in a wheelchair. They naturally became known
as “The Garden Shed Gang”.
Another remarkable forger and copyist was
John Myatt, whose life is being turned into a
Hollywood film. His speciality was the
impressionists and modern artists like Picasso,
Modigliani and Giacometti. He even
successfully copied works by Banksy, the
reclusive graffiti artist.
Although these characters managed to fool
art experts employed by the top auction houses
and museums, the extraordinary thing is that
they often used crude tools and material.
Greenhalgh bought his tools at B&Q and forged
old letters from the British Museum on an inkjet
printer; Myatt used emulsion paint!

Straddling and other sins
Whilst I have yet to come across a surveyor
forging a survey, most of us are tempted from
time to time to criticise the work of our
colleagues. Malcolm Donald, who cut his teeth
with Ordnance Survey, has been in touch
about an image illustrating an article in
Railway Strategies magazine. Apparently
provided by The Survey Association, the
picture shows a surveyor straddling a tripod
beside a rail track. Malcolm says he was
always taught that this was a cardinal sin
punishable by the removal of at least one
testicle. Oh dear! I’m sure I’ve been guilty of
this on occasions when struggling to make
observations in confined spaces.
Richard Wylde emails to say he’s just received
an invite to a workshop within the consortium
of oil companies he’s working with and spotted
Geomatics misspelled as “Geo-amtics”. This set
him Googling and he found that the University
of Newcastle is teaching use of "contemorary"
"Geoamtics" techniques for "Engineneering"
Students! He also found several “Geo-amtics”
practitioners from India, Pakistan and Kenya,
often with FRICS designations!

Undercurrents
Unstable platforms and instruments
Another set-up to be avoided is that sent in by
Arthur Allan from his days in Africa. This is of a
pillar in Kenya that was so unstable Arthur had
to have a timber raft built around it for
protection during observations! Surveyors back
then had to be versatile as well as imaginative.
Arthur has also provided an interesting
picture of an instrument he calls the
“Thegrogolite”, a Tavistock clone, he claims.
Literally a “Stella” instrument, Arthur built it
whilst on the Virgin Islands to mark the
departure on leave of his then boss Wilton
Young. How do surveyors get stuck in places
called The Virgin Islands with only the empties
to amuse themselves?

We’ll meet again. . .
We’re trying to put together another meeting
of the “Jasbeens”, those surveyors who worked
for JA Story & Partners before its demise in the
early 1990s. It’s been 12 years since we last
met (FIG in Brighton) so I daresay there will be
one or two fewer. In connection with this plan,
Jasbeen Derek Browning (now retired from
Longdin & Browning) has been in touch and
promises to try to come. He reports having had
lunch recently with John Chiswell FRICS, another
Jasbeen who wisely got out of survey work. So,
if you qualify and are interested in getting
together, drop me an email.

Tales from the wild North
Just before Christmas I met up with several
old mates who had worked for Thames Water.
Steve Vickers was over from Canada and
regaled us with tales from Grande Prairie
where he now lives. The winters are cold and
long up there but they have an entertaining
TV soap opera called “The Little Mosque on
the Prairie”. It sounds hilarious but I can’t help
thinking it might upset British viewers
sensibilities with characters like Johnny Jihad!

FIG’s loss

Above: a raft built not to
cross the Zambesi but to
stabilise a survey pillar!
Below: the Grogolite

Derek Simmons and John Gwaspari
I am pleased to publish my friend David Powell’s
tribute to Derek Simmons, in the letter below,
along with what has to be a classic Derek
anecdote. Mike Broad has also been in touch
about the passing of John Gwaspari, which we
reported in the last issue. Mike writes: “Having
worked with John at Central Survey and TPS for
nearly 20 years perhaps I can add to his tributes.
John was always a great character to work with,
he was a very knowledgeable surveyor and
would go out of his way to help others with any
surveying problems. I think the motto of “work
hard, play hard” applied to him and rubbed off
on all who spent time in the field with him. The
stories are too numerous to write and some are
unprintable to save the guilty.”

Miscellany
The following show just how weird the English
language can be in its application.
How important does a person have to be
before they are considered assassinated
instead of just murdered?
Why are actors IN a movie, but they’re ON TV?

I’ve reluctantly decided not to go to the FIG
Congress in Sydney in April. This is
disappointing as I’ve been to every one since
1974. However, times are tough and Australia
is a long and expensive flight away. Besides,

Letters

the editor tells me that, quite
extraordinarily, he has not been able to
get a press pass either for himself or
me. How do they expect to get the
event reported? Very disappointing, so
commiserations to all my mates
downunder. See you next time.
On a more positive note, Alan
Murray has been in touch to say that he
attended the FIG Regional Conference in
Hanoi last November. He writes, “Attendance
at Hanoi was a total of 450 with 250 overseas
visitors from 54 countries. Bumped into Keith
Hofgartner, which was a nice surprise as well
as Neil Ashroft, ex-Jubilee Line Extension and
now with Leica in Australia. Other UK
presence was Iain Greenway, Gethyn Roberts,
Diane Dumashie and a smattering of others.”

. . . and finally, I rather like this one:
How is it that we put man on the moon
before we worked out it would be a good
idea to put wheels on luggage?

Got a tale to tell?
Please send letters for
publication by e-mail
to the Editor: editor@
pvpubs.demon.co.uk
or contact
Undercurrents, in
strictest confidence if
you wish (we promise
to change names,
places, etc to
protect the guilty!),
via e-mail:
rentamalc@aol.com

The Editor welcomes letters from readers on relevant topics. Please
endeavour to keep them brief and to the point. We reserve the right
to edit for clarity and brevity. email: editor@pvpubs.demon.co.uk

Frustrating lawyers
I was saddened to read of the death of Derek Simmons in December
2009. I knew Derek well and he was "on the other side" of me in
several boundary disputes. What I loved about Derek was his
practicality and his ability to see common-sense rather than bicker
about millimetres. Derek and I always ended up agreeing with each
other (much to the frustration of the lawyers) and, unusually, my own
clients ended up liking him too, which is very rare indeed!
Derek's wit was legendary and I often quote his one-liners. I
remember a particular TSA meeting where one member was giving a

presentation (with a certain amount of saintliness) describing how he
was grooming surveyors in his firm to gradually buy him out so that
he could retire, when Derek heckled from the back... "If they can buy
you out, you must be paying them too much!" This brought the
house down!
As far as I am concerned, Derek will always be with me and I rely
on his many quotes to regularly heckle and puncture my own
pomposity.

David J Powell
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Mapping Policy

Policy Options for mapping: speak
now or forever hold your peace!

O

Britain’s Ordnance
Survey has long
been the envy of
many countries.
Large scale up-todate digital
mapping is
essential for
government and
business alike in a
modern economy.
But the questions
of who pays for it
and the terms of
any licence have
been vexing
political and
business minds for
some time.
Richard Groom
examines the policy
options proposed
by Ordnance
Survey.

n 17th November the prime
minister announced that from
2010 the Ordnance Survey
would be releasing certain datasets for
free. This news, of course, caught the
headlines, but he was in fact announcing a
consultation. The consultation period started
on 23rd December 2009 and will finish on
17th March. The document can be
downloaded from the communities and local
government website and comments are
invited from individuals as well as
organisations. However, the Ordnance Survey
has been instructed to be ready to implement
the selected option from 1st April – an
ominous date. This seems to allow for only a
cursory glance at the comments from the
consultation and for government to act with
lightening speed.

RICS not consulted
The document has been assembled in
consultation with a number of stakeholders
with a distinct GIS bias. Notable absentees
from the list are RICS and any representation
from the civil engineering profession. I also
thought it strange that the document does
not mention the national grid or the
difference between plans and maps and barely
mentions the UK spatial data infrastructure
(SDI), even though the SDI is surely the
Ordnance Survey’s raison d’etre.
The commitment of the prime minister is
seen as a victory for The Guardian
newspaper’s “Free our data” campaign. The
argument is that OS mapping is a crucial
aspect of the government’s policy to make
public data freely available to all at low or
minimal cost. OS mapping, claims Charles
Arthur of The Guardian, is essential for
analysis of the mass of other government data
that is becoming available.

developers. The crucial factor in this is that the
data being targeted is that which is collected
for the purposes of the organisation collecting
the data, and therefore already paid-for. I can
readily think of datasets that fall into this
category – how about the Royal Mail’s Postal
address file, or the Environment Agency’s
LiDAR and rivers layer datasets? But OS clearly
does not produce data as a by-product for
another purpose. It is effectively a nationalised
industry and a successful one at that. Central
to government policy is ‘collecting once and
using many’. OS has been doing this for
decades! Apart from its financial success, the
reason for its status is the value that
government, and the nation gains from a
complete, consistent and high quality
topographic database. These qualities ensure
that government has the data it needs for
land registry, security, planning and other
purposes. The OS has not been privatised
because, without regulation, the private sector
cannot be trusted to fulfil functions that do
not raise revenue.
The fact that government policy is being
applied with such dubious logic should raise
concerns as to whether the public interest is
at the heart of the proposals or the narrow
commercial interests of the lobbyists who have
brought this issue to the front page. At the
very least, it seems that crucial decisions
affecting our industry are being made in a
highly biased manner.
The document, almost patronisingly, praises
OS for its world class reputation, but the
process embodied in this consultation seems
to be yet another example of government
meddling. OS is clearly aware of many of the
ideas and arguments for improvement to their
business and in several cases – particularly
licensing – are progressing with improvements.
The document seeks views by posing 12
questions related to proposed options.

Why OS?
However, as at other periods throughout the
“Free our data” campaign, I am left
wondering “Why OS?” This is clearly a
problem for the consultation document’s
authors as well, as they go into some detail
about the scope of the government’s
intentions for ‘release’ of government data
that has previously been unavailable to system
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Muddled Options – designed to confuse?
The consultation document gives three options
for the future of OS that appear clearly stated
in the executive summary but not in the body
of the document. Option 1 as stated in the
executive summary, is effectively maintenance
of the status quo (or the ‘let’s trust OS to sort
it out’ option). However, readers can only

Mapping Policy
express their support for this option in
Question 10: “What are your views on the
options outlined in this consultation?” This
will make support of Option 1 difficult to
quantify. The document pushes the reader
towards the other options through a number
of questions that assume they accept the need
to provide data for free.
The central belief behind the proposals is
that by making OS data free, the GI market
will explode and downstream government tax
revenues will vastly exceed costs. There are
two proposals for free data. The first involves
making OS derived small-scale products
(1:10,000 and smaller) free and is called
‘Ordnance Survey Free’ in the document. It is
not listed as a separate option within the
document but was the proposal put forward
in the prime minister’s speech on November
17 and is presented between Options 1 and 2
in the body of the document. Contrary to the
executive summary it could be interpreted as
part of Option 1.

Targeted innovation is better
If the overall objective is to release
government data that has been collected for
other purposes for the common good, surely
OS small-scale mapping can hardly be
classified as raw data. These products are in
fact a stage further removed from the raw
data than MasterMap. The argument for this,
as expressed by Charles Arthur, is that system
developers need OS mapping as a backdrop to
their new products, but cannot afford to pay
for it. But there are already alternative sources
of ‘mapping’ at this scale and isn’t
competition the best way to regulate the
market? If the new web developers cannot
afford to buy data or raise revenue to cover
those costs, it suggests that their web
offerings are not going to contribute much to
our GDP.
The report mentions other means of
fostering innovation including tax breaks and
seed funding etc, where the assistance is
targeted. The proposed provision of free date
is untargeted assistance, which I suggest is
unlikely to help many more innovators than
OS currently targets through its GeoVation
programme, OS OpenSpace and its valued
added partnerships. OS has been promoting
these initiatives energetically.
Furthermore, making small-scale data free
will adversely affect MasterMap. Under these
circumstances, most government departments
would ‘make do’ with free 1:10k mapping and
this will result in (hidden) inefficiency costs
downstream as well as significant loss of
revenue for OS.

Who will pay?
Option 2 involves making OS MasterMap data
free in addition to the Ordnance Survey Free
products. The obvious question with this is,
who is going to pay for maintenance of the

data – or for that matter the value of the data
already collected? The document suggests a
number of possibilities including making those
who cause change pay, but the more likely
outcome would be funding from government
at a time when there is no money. This is not
the route to a stable future.
The core problem with MasterMap is the
current charging and licensing regime.
Government customers benefit from lower
prices than the private sector. As ever,
subsidies and cross-subsidies cause problems,
they do not solve them. Making MasterMap
data free seems to be an easy way out. Is it
not better to tweak the system so that it
works better and so that this government
service operates viably, equably for all
customers and financially independently of
government? Is it not possible to base the
cost of data on the cost for OS to maintain
each TOID on an annual basis and base
annual licence charges accordingly? Lower
cost should increase the private sector
market for MasterMap data and bring in
more revenue, but it is of course a balancing
act. Production of derived scales by OS
should cease to be part of the public sector,
leaving it and the private sector free to derive
competitive mapping products from this data
to satisfy the market. The focus will then
shift onto the standard of MasterMap data
currency and the associated costs – a valid
and useful debate.

Option 3 – ill-defined
Option 3 is a mix and match of possibilities
with, ostensibly, a more evolutionary
approach. Ordnance Survey Free remains a
likely outcome – probably because it has
already been announced. Option 3 aims to
tackle the imbalance of funding between
public and private sectors. Most of us could
agree with that. It also aims to make the
organisation more accountable to customers.
But recent years have seen a dramatic
improvement in OS’s relationship with its
clients, so that goal can be ticked off. In short,
this option contains so many possibilities that
it cannot be thought of as a particular option
and the intentions appear to be remarkably
similar to Option 1.
Unfortunately politicians need to put on a
display to appear effective and have already
announced what they intend to do, apparently
regardless of the consultation. Unfortunately,
their actions could damage the Ordnance
Survey beyond repair. To have your say visit:
http://www.communities.gov.uk/publications/c
orporate/ordnancesurveyconsultation.

‘‘

. . . only a cursory
glance at the
comments from
the consultation
and for
government to
act with
lightening speed.

’’

• You will need to act quickly if you want
your views to be considered on the future
of Ordnance Survey. Responses must be in
by 17 March. Here’s the link:
http://www.communities.gov.uk/publications/
corporate/ordnancesurveyconsultation
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Disaster Risk Reduction:
Capacity Building in Papua New Guinea
By Naomi Morris

T
With the Haiti
earthquake only too
fresh in the news
and the very limited
surviving physical
and human
infrastructure,
capacity building
and pre-planning
can help disaster
recovery. Naomi
Morris, a
MapAction
volunteer, reports on
a recent visit to
Papua New Guinea.

Training local personnel
ahead of a natural disaster
can help get relief efforts
started and target the
needy.
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he population of Papua New Guinea (PNG)
is vulnerable to a range of natural hazards
– volcanic, seismic (earthquakes and
tsunamis), and climatic. But also to
technological hazards in the form of unexploded
ordnance remaining from world war two and
continuing ancient tribal hostilities. The rugged
topography of PNG, combined with poor
transport infrastructure, has the effect of
effectively dividing the nation in to small,
isolated, largely self-sufficient communities.

Planning for disaster
In these circumstances it is essential to
strengthen the capacity of local disaster
managers to develop multiple disaster
management plans to tackle the range of
disasters that could be faced by each
community. Such plans must be dynamic and
demand few resources in the face of often
rapidly changing situations. The dependence on
slash-and-burn agriculture and increasing rural
to urban migration means the location and
demographics of many communities is rarely
fixed, further complicating communications.
Sustainable Geospatial Technologies (SGT) are
tools which facilitate response under these
circumstances; and for this reason a team from
MapAction, a UK based non-governmental
organisation (NGO) which specialises in
emergency mapping for disaster relief, deployed
to PNG in March 2009 to implement a threemonth programme of disaster risk reduction
capacity building. The programme was in part
funded by the Royal Institute of Chartered
Surveyors through the Royal Geographical
Society and supported by the Geohazard
Research Centre, University of Portsmouth.
Despite being at risk from a wide range of
disasters, management and preparedness is a
low priority politically in PNG. The effect of
potential hazards is rarely considered in
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development planning or construction, and a
significant proportion of the population
attributes disasters to malign spirits or
witchcraft and therefore see them as
something to be appeased or avenged, rather
than planned for or mitigated. As a
consequence, contemporary disaster
mitigation strategies are rare, with a majority
of communities and disaster managers
reacting on an ad hoc basis to an event with
limited resources and knowledge. In most
areas there is an acute shortage of full time
professional disaster managers; instead there
is a heavy reliance on the voluntary response
of businesses, churches and other NGOs.

Training material
The MapAction team worked closely with the
Secretary of Provincial Affairs, the National
Disaster Centre (NDC), Provincial Disaster Centres
and NGOs, training disaster managers to make
best use of Geographical Information Systems
(GIS), specifically focusing on Free and Open
Source Software (FOSS) and free or low cost
datasets for disaster preparedness and response.
The main training material, a Field Guide to
Humanitarian Mapping recently produced by
MapAction, contained the two main mapping
toolkits: Google Earth, used in this case as a
disaster risk reduction tool and MapWindow, a
software toolkit that is free to download.
MapWindow is a sophisticated GIS toolset.
Unlike Google Earth, it does not open
automatically with integrated imagery and
mapping; however its functionality is
considerably wider than Google Earth for
managing and mapping spatial data and
performing complex analyses. MapWindow can
be used in a wide range of mapping tasks,
including: obtaining and displaying both
background contextual and situational
information, showing ‘who-what-where’ data:
coordination centres, health facilities,
distribution centres, refugee camps, airfields and
drop zones. It is capable of displaying
information about infrastructure, damage and
hazards, dividing up the disaster zone into
search and rescue sectors, affected zones, unsafe
zones and possible evacuation routes. It can be
used to map and analyse data about the
affected population and their needs, and highlighting spatial gaps and overlaps in response.
The team compiled GIS data from a wide
range of sources as a basis for future use by
humanitarian organisations in a large-scale
emergency. Data sources included the Pacific
Islands Applied Geoscience Commission (SOPAC),
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the National Mapping Bureau (NMB), the
National Statistics Office (NSO) and the University
of Papua New Guinea Remote Sensing Centre
(RSC). Datasets included freely available satellite
imagery – Landsat ETM, ASTER, MODIS, and
SRTM. On completion the GIS database was
distributed through the NDC to assist the
humanitarian agencies working in PNG in
planning and mitigation and to provide important
background data in the event of a disaster.

Bringing partners together
MapAction arranged workshops ranging in
length from one to four days with between
two and thirty participants. Where possible,
the opportunity was used to bring partner
organisations together, enabling them to learn
more about each others’ abilities, protocols
and resources. The training was designed to
show that the use of GIS in disaster risk
reduction can be relatively undemanding by
utilising software with a user-friendly interface
and with low resource requirements. Data
sourced from a multitude of national and
international archives was distributed
simultaneously, enabling participants to work
with data relevant to their jurisdiction and to
create risk maps which would be immediately
useful during the training.
The training given was tailored to the
specific requirements of each organisation, the
number of participants, the level of resources
available and their existing capacity. A large
range in the experience and abilities of
participants necessitated the development of
multilevel training schemes that could be run
concurrently. Despite this flexibility, capacity
building training in some of the most
vulnerable communities was not possible due
to a lack of resources and amenities. At other
locations similar deficits severely impeded the
level of training that could be given, or the
likelihood of it being effectively implemented.
A high turnover of staff, especially in local
government offices, often results in
knowledge and skills being lost. To
institutionalise the training, special instruction
was given to participants employed in training
other personnel. MapAction provided these
training officers with tutorials, training
schemes and additional software and datasets.

Logistical challenges
Public transport, including internal flights, was
generally unreliable with long delays and
frequent cancellations. Roads were often
impassable. Published contact details were often
erroneous. Local telecommunications services
were unreliable, as disruptions were frequent
and prolonged. Outside major urban centres,
and within several provincial capitals, there was
no opportunity to access the Internet. As a
result, outside of Port Moresby, scheduled
meetings and appointments were often delayed
or cancelled without warning. Accommodation
was found as the team went along; including

whatever rudimentary shelter was on
offer.
The team returned to the trained
groups after a period of several
weeks to see how the training was
being put in to effect, to assist with
any problems or concerns that may
not have been apparent during the
initial training and to disseminate
new datasets as they were collated.
Continuous support is being provided
remotely and new data sources are
constantly being sourced.
The achieved objectives were to
provide disaster management training,
specifically with FOSS, to compile data
relevant to humanitarian mapping in
Papua New Guinea, to risk-assess
vulnerable communities and key
infrastructure and to assess the
capacity of Provincial Disaster Centres. The main
beneficiaries of the mission were the PNG
National Disaster Centre and the office of the
Secretary of Provincial Affairs. However several
other agencies and organisations, providing
disaster risk reduction and relief assistance in
the event of a disaster in PNG, were also
assisted. Disaster risk reduction issues were
tackled at field level, and headway was made in
building capacity by using simple geospatial
methods at national and local levels.

Higher priority needed
It was apparent that the PNG government and
aid agencies need to give a higher priority to
disaster risk reduction and provide adequate
resources and training to the Provincial
Disaster Centres to enable them the build
capacity and become more effective. Currently
there is little or no disaster planning or
mitigation: local charities/NGOs are heavily
dependent upon international aid to provide
relief in the immediate aftermath of a disaster.
Regulations concerning disaster risk
assessment and management during the
planning and operating stages of development
and infrastructure projects in PNG should be
developed and enforced.
The team was enthusiastically welcomed by
all the governmental organisations and NGOs
we came into contact with. Many provided
invaluable support in overcoming logistical
challenges, and all have requested similar
programmes in the future. Feedback from
participants was very positive. In many cases
the skills taught and the resources given were
immediately incorporated into existing disaster
management strategies or were used as a
foundation for their development. As the
capacity of disaster managers continues to
grow, a follow-up deployment to introduce
new skills and developments in FOSS would be
beneficial.
Images © Rhett Thompson, Morgan Riley and
Naomi Morris.
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The Waggi Tribe in full
regalia and ready for. . .
well you guess!

‘‘

. . . management
and preparedness
is a low priority
politically in PNG.

’’
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What exactly do you do?
– a wry look at Offshore Clients’ Representatives
By Jerry Monk

Surveying offshore
often takes two to
tango. One doing
the work and the
other seeing that it
is done in
accordance with
the contract, the
Client’s
Representative.
Jerry Monk has
12 years
experience in the
role and provides
sage advice for
those seeking the
position or wanting
to understand more
about the role.

O

n most offshore spreads nowadays there
will be at least one client’s positioning or
survey representative. Their purpose
seems to be a mystery to the majority of
engineering personnel and sometimes to the
reps themselves. It is hoped this article will shed
some light on their activities.

Offshore RE
The rep’s job is to represent the client on the
worksite. In some ways their job is similar to
that of the Resident Engineer. Sometimes the
office is filled by an employee of the client
company, but mostly the client is too small to
have available personnel or even a survey
department so it makes more sense to hire a
freelancer with relevant experience as
required. The rep concerned will normally
work through a consultancy or agency, thus
subcontracting the legal and tax implications.
As the job title suggests, the rep is there to
act as a link and interpreter between the
client’s office ashore and the survey or
positioning contractor’s party offshore. In an
ideal world this is not necessary, as the
contract requirements will be clear to all and
unambiguous. Several people’s repping careers
are evidence that the world is not ideal!
Modern communications have been a
mixed blessing, on the one hand they enable
any queries to be cleared up quickly and on
the other they can encourage micromanagement on the part of some clients. In
one instance, when faced with a side-scan
record looking remarkably like a deepwater
wellhead, the ability to email a photograph
back to the client who then confirmed a
wellhead in the area that they had forgotten
to list, saved a great deal of head-scratching

Sheer luxury.
Comfortable
quarters aft
– a large (and
lucky) Rep’s
Office.
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and worry (‘Are we in the right area?’). In
contrast, constant badgering emails from an
office-based client arguing about the minutiae
of the contract that should have been sorted
out before the vessel mobilized, help no one.

Contract fixer
The role of the rep on board can be prone to
misinterpretation. They are entitled to
unfettered access to all data on-board but
have no command powers. If wise, they will
work closely with the contractor’s party chief,
ideally offering themselves as a one-stop shop
for any queries and clarifications of the
contract (experience teaches that there will be
no shortage). Any briefing given to the rep
will almost certainly be worse than that of the
party chief, but they will be able to get on the
phone and sort out what is meant quickly,
thus freeing the party chief to get on with all
the details of mobilisation.

Offsets and orientations
During mobilisation the rep will be keeping an
eye on any installations going on, with
particular reference to vessel and equipment
offsets. Equipment such as multibeam echo
sounders (MBES), hull-mounted sub-bottom
profilers, GPS antennas and inertial sensors
require a large survey effort to determine their
relative offsets and orientations accurately
enough; so these are usually surveyed by
specialist teams during mobilisation –
preferably in dry dock. There is a school of
thought that says that such equipment should
be re-calibrated at frequent (e.g. six month)
intervals. Another school says that the
parameters are fixed offsets on the vessel and
that once determined are not going to change
provided the mountings are undisturbed. Any
sea-borne recalibrations will necessarily be of
lesser accuracy than a proper dry-dock survey
and so should be used for verification
purposes only, unless a major difference
becomes apparent. Unless the rep is present
at a dry-dock survey their responsibility is
normally limited to inspecting certificates of
the survey (noting their dates), recording the
offsets used and checking that all recorded
offsets match. There should also be calibration
certificates on-board for instruments such as
temperature, salinity and depth (TDS) probes
and other gear, e.g. pipeline finders.
Some form of augmented GPS is now
ubiquitous in offshore work, with very rare
exceptions for specialist work like dredging
and harbour surveys. Given the antenna
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offsets determined as above, the most
important factors to check next are the values
actually used in the navigation software.
Virtually all major contractors use their own
proprietary programs and the rep is not
usually expected to be intimately familiar with
them. All however, should be capable of
producing a hard-copy data dump showing all
the settings used. This must be supplied
immediately prior to starting work and be
examined minutely for errors like wrong
geodetic parameters (a favourite one here is to
use the wrong rotation convention for datum
shifts or wrong central meridian).

Small and more
typical Rep’s Office.
This one’s in a
pantry!

Site Calibration
Some calibrations are required at the site, such
as sound velocity profiles. MBES systems are
very sensitive to the velocity profile so it makes
sense to spend time getting it right. Once the
acoustic data are set up in the software, the
offset data can be checked, particularly any
values that will have been disturbed by, for
instance, stowing over-side mounted
transducers for transit. While most values –
primarily X, Y and Z translations – will be
relatively undisturbed, it is always worth looking
closely at the rotations which may have shifted.
Most swathe bathymetry acquisition programs
include a calibration module, which helps
enormously, provided the seabed is playing ball.
These modules usually require a level area of
seabed, a sloping area and identifiable features
on the seabed. While the latter can be provided
by laying some sort of target, like a sandbag,
there are huge areas of seabed that are
uniformly flat or sloping for miles in any
direction. If the site happens to be in one of
those and there is good reason to suspect the
temperature and/or salinity is changing rapidly
in the area, there is little that can be done
except to use the best figures available and
watch the results for signs of misalignments.
Increasingly of late, there are Health, Safety
and Environmental (HSE) responsibilities placed
on the rep. These will usually come in the
form of various boiler-plate documents from
the client’s HSE departments. In most cases
these are sufficiently vaguely phrased to put
all the blame for anything on to the
contractor, but again the better organisations
have an established reporting system manual
for accidents and emergencies, which it pays
to study closely and place near at hand, just in
case. It goes without saying that the rep
should keep an eye out for dangerous
practices and stop them.

Logistics
One might think that the client will take great
care to ensure the rep is fully au fait with the
contract and possibly has had a hand in
drafting it. Think again. While the better clients
do call the rep in for a day or so briefing in the
office, and/or provide a full set of relevant
documents on CD, it is not unknown for the

rep to get a phone call two days before
mobilisation on the other side of the world and
then have to borrow copies of contract details
from the contractor’s field party.
Personal kit required is usually the basic
Personal Protective Equipment (PPE), comprising
at a minimum, hard hat, steel-toed boots,
goggles and overalls. Some sites require gloves,
ear defenders and thermal overalls, but these
are usually provided on site. Hard hats, too, are
readily available, which can save one the
trouble of carting the thing halfway round the
planet. In addition an absolute requirement for
the rep is a laptop computer and a few bits of
software. Gone are the days when some clients
required physical connection to the contractor’s
navigation raw data, so parallel positioning
calculations could be carried out by the rep.
Nowadays, two or more GPS-based navigation
systems constantly check each other and flagup notifications on-screen if the position
difference exceeds a set limit. However, an
independent datum shift program can usefully
prove agreement or not with the contractor’s
chosen parameters. Similarly, with the cheap
hand-held GPS receivers available nowadays
great comfort can be gained by sitting near the
vessel’s datum point and getting a result only a
few metres different from the contractor. Other
basics are a measuring tape (50m) and the
ubiquitous digital camera.

‘‘

Several people’s
repping careers
are evidence that
the world is not
ideal!

’’

Kick-off
Once on board things start to look up, as the
rep usually has one of the better cabins,
although this may not mean much. Photo 2
above shows a particularly small rep’s office –
yes, it’s a shelf in the pantry. (Don’t even think
about the living accommodation). On the
other hand, Photo 1 (opposite) shows a more
up-market office on a vessel with single ensuite cabins for the reps. After settling in and
the all-important safety induction, all
documentation should be read through and
any queries flagged for the kick-off meeting.
The captain, rep and party chief usually attend
and this meeting also provides the opportunity
for all parties to get to know each other and
put their own questions to the whole party.
The rep might well come away with a list of
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‘‘

During
operations the
rep will often be
in the happy
position of
watching other
people work.

’’

clarifications required from the client office,
the answers to which they will either relay to
the interested parties directly or present to the
whole team at the daily progress meetings.
It is also not unknown to discover that the
contractor has blithely signed up to carry out
work to an impossible standard. This can be
frustrating, as usually it transpires that the
client drafting the contract didn’t know much
and so asked for capabilities beyond those
available from any known equipment and the
contractor’s bidder also didn’t know much and
didn’t read the specification in sufficient
detail. In these circumstances, the wise rep
will be very careful in writing his report to
state clearly why the job was doomed to
failure and to show that all on-board did their
best with what was available.

A common goal

About the Author
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During operations the rep will often be in the
happy position of watching other people work.
Once the data start to flow, keeping an eye on
results and quality control is essential and one
of the best ways is to get to know the
operators so that they will draw the rep’s
attention to anything interesting. Establishing a
good working relationship with the party is key
to a good job. Most contractors’ people are
used to the idea now, but it can still happen
that some will be suspicious of this client’s
snooper on board and regard him as the
enemy. It is far better to make it clear that it is
in everyone’s interests to do the best possible
job and accept that the contractor’s people will
want to do the best they can. It can also
happen that one might see the contractor’s
people unfairly blamed by others on a
construction project, usually to cover up their
own failings. In such cases the honourable
course is to report directly to the client with
evidence. Often there are turf wars going on in
large contracting organisations, so the rep
shouldn’t get involved but just state his
professional opinion and factual observations.
Some of the more “hands-on” reps will feel
an urge to help out with operational tasks.
This should be resisted in all cases other than
the most menial – booking or staff-holding,
for instance. It is only necessary to ask ‘What
would the contractor say if I made an error
and something horrible happened?’ to realise
that any messing about with contractor’s gear
is a no-no. Assistance on deck can be
appreciated but not if the rep gets in the way
and risks causing injury to himself or others. If
in doubt, don’t.
It can be quite overwhelming to see the
streams of data printed out by a full-house
offshore survey suite and the natural reaction is
to wonder how it can possibly be checked. It
can’t be checked bit by bit. However, the old
Chinese adage about a picture being worth a
thousand words is probably an underestimate.
Once some known points on the seabed are
identified, their reappearance on adjacent lines
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provides a good visual check that most things
are OK, especially if they were previously
coordinated points, e.g. from an earlier survey.
This means that the fundamental validity of the
survey can be checked very quickly and easily by
the navigation display.

Reporting
The report is the bit you don’t get paid for
unless you manage to complete it on-board
before demob. There are several schools of
thought about reports, ranging from the
minimalist to those who appear to charge by
weight. The author tends to the minimalist
view, labelling the thing quite clearly as a report
on the contractor’s performance and stating in
the introduction that it does not contain copies
of the contractor’s data and is to be read in
conjunction with the contractor’s final report.
The rep’s report is essentially a QC document
and should give assurance to the client that,
whatever the contractor’s results actually are,
the client can confidently expect them to be
correct (or not, as the case may be, but if so
the client will want to know what the rep did
about it and why he wasn’t told sooner).
For those who prefer quantity, it is common
to add appendices containing great lumps of
calibration and verification data, and even, in
extreme cases, copies of manufacturers’
brochures. The risks here are that, since the
contractor is not going to deliver his final
report until about the time when the rep’s is
(over)due, any contractor’s data used
(especially if without permission) is going to
be provisional and thus subject to change
after rep and contractor have parted company
and also the client is going to feel annoyed at
having to wade through this stuff twice. That
presupposes the client actually reads the
report. (Beware, some do.)
The format of the report varies. Some
clients will provide a previous report, which
can be copied in confidence that its layout will
be acceptable. Some agencies/consultancies
likewise will actually produce the final issue of
the report, neatly bound in their house style.
Such will also usually provide templates on
request. In other cases, though, the rep is left
to his or her own devices. If he has previously
operated through one of the above types he
will know what’s wanted and if he has been
employed in a similar company he will have an
idea of what they put out. In essence, just
think what the client actually needs from the
report and lay it out accordingly.
The rep’s task can seem bewildering at first
because it is all so fluid, but that is the joy of it.
The rep stands alone, taking sole responsibility
for the report and must be willing to justify
every aspect of what is written. For the nonbureaucrat who regards offices as local
detachments of hell it offers perhaps the
pinnacle of the offshore surveyor’s career, the
culmination of years of experience making your
own mistakes and watching those of others.

GEO-10 Preview

– the complete geo event
24-25 March @ Ricoh Arena, Coventry, UK

T
The UK geospatial
industry’s annual
show is looming.
We take a sneak
preview of what’s
on offer this year.

his year’s geo event is expected to build on
its reputation as the event of choice for
product launches, technology debuts and
company announcements for leading geospatial
industry players. This year, GEO-10 will again
take place at Ricoh Arena in Coventry, UK –
host to last year’s GEO-9 that attracted nearly
700 attendees! GEO-10 offers a full two days
of m3 conference with two streams to
encourage delegates to break out of their
traditional specialisms, a packed programme of
free, show-floor seminars, live product demos,
and great networking opportunities with a “Las
Vegas” style gala evening in Ricoh Arena’s
casino – and, of course, a diverse range of
industry leading exhibitors.

Mobile technology close up

Watch out this year; expect
to see at least two mobile
mapping systems.

So what will our exhibitors have on offer? A
special treat this year – delegates will be able
to see not one but two very special vehicles.
Phoenix Surveying Equipment, in partnership
with Topcon, will be showcasing the IP-S2
scanner (similar to the Google StreetView car),
which is responsible for creating the images
that let you view street level images and
explore virtually any location from your
desktop. 3D Laser Mapping will be
demonstrating the performance and flexibility
of StreetMapper and StreetMapper Portable, a
mobile mapping system with 360° field of
view and capable of achieving accuracies
greater than 1cm in independent field trials.
You won’t be able to miss SCCS at GEO10! Taking a 100m² stand, SCCS are the sole
suppliers for leading manufacturers and

software houses from around the world. With
the introduction of the ‘snake grid’ to be
incorporated within SCC, the company is
looking forward to even greater penetration
into the rail market. The new ‘Snake Grid’
traverse program will be demonstrated for the
first time at GEO-10. Also exhibiting will be
Opti-cal Survey Equipment, recently honoured in
the Sunday Times Virgin Fast Track 100 fastest
growing companies. Both companies are
leading distributors for Leica Geosystems.
Trimble Geospatial, which has just
introduced a high precision mobile mapping
and highway condition survey vehicle, will be
attending along with Trimble’s main dealer,
KOREC, so expect to see the full line-up of the
latest Trimble kit.
In addition, FARO, the “world’s leading
provider of portable measurement and imaging
systems”, will present its latest laser scanners
Photon 120 and 20, along with the new version
of the FARO Scene V. 4.6 scan processing
software. And don't miss Z+F UK, specialists in
3D laser scanning. Visitors will be able to find
out about the latest version of LFM Netview and
LFM Register, which now includes features like
the registration of laser scan data automatically
and Bundle Adjustment.
Positioning Resources will show the latest
version of its PocketGIS software plus a wide
range of products, including the TruPulse and
Impulse lasers and Magellan Mobile Mapping
GPS products.
Pioneers in high dynamic range capture
devices, Spheron, will be launching the latest
versions of their StreetWorks solution and MH
Surveys will be demonstrating their range of
one-person lightweight manhole lifters.

Bring along your maps!

Last year’s GEO-9 attracted a busy crowd
eager to spot the latest technology!

Returning again to the geo event but this time
with a bigger stand, ESRI UK is also partnering
with OCÉ to bring a large scale graphics
printer to GEO-10. They invite visitors to bring
along their maps and have them printed – so
don’t forget your USB sticks!
Applications in CaDD (AiC) will be
demonstrating 4Site, its AutoCAD based data
capture and processing software package. The
Office version converts AutoCAD into a survey
processing centre. The Survey version uses
your total station to digitise directly into CAD
for topographic survey, setting out and
checking as-built surveys. The company’s
popular n4ce software will also be on show.
Stand sharing with AiC, Ormston Technology
will be bringing DigiTerra 6 to GEO-10, as well
as a range of Magellan Professional products.
One of our new exhibitors this year is
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GEO-10 Preview

Newcomers Serendipity2
will be demonstrating their
simple tools to help you
build your own GIS like they
recently did for Coca Cola.

Serendipity2 (S2), a leading-edge
multi-channel marketing agency
specialising in intelligent marketing
solutions to a wide variety of blue
chip and progressive SME
organisations across both B2C and
B2B environments. S2’s
revolutionary data mapping,
mining & analytical software,
Segmentz, helps clients to better
understand the dynamics of their business
within the context of the wider marketplace.
Also at GEO-10 will be COWI Mapping UK,
which has considerable national and
international experience in providing services
within mapping, geographical information, 3D
city models, and land registry. In order to meet
the market demand for high quality products,
COWI has recently made a number of important
investments in current technology, including
large format digital cameras, LiDAR surveying
systems and a thermal camera system.
Look out for South Surveys, who will be
revealing an innovative, low-cost alternative to
traditional CAD software and the latest range
of plastic instrument cases.
Visitors to GEO-10 can also expect to see:
Kubit, another new exhibitor for 2010 and
stand sharing with Latimer Cad. On the
education and NGO side, UNIGIS UK offer a
postgraduate programme in GIS by distance
learning that meets the in-service GIS
education and training needs of a wide range
of individuals and employers. MapAction, the
charity that provides field mapping for disaster
emergencies. A fund-raiser will also be held at
our gala evening to help raise much needed
funds following the Haitian earthquake.
In addition, the following key players will
also be present at GEO-10: MiniPLAN,
Penmap, Maney Publishing, XYZ Digital Map
Company, Getmapping, Association for
Geographic Information (AGI), British
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• If you would like to exhibit at GEO-10, there’s
still time! As the only dedicated UK national
geospatial trade exhibition, GEO-10 provides the
ideal platform to meet up with contacts old and
new. We have very carefully reviewed our prices
to help keep down the pressure on cost. To find
out what great package deals are still available,
call +44 (0)1438 352617 or email Sharon Robson
– sharon@pvpubs.demon.co.uk.

GEO-10 Gala Evening – Las Vegas style!
Sponsored by ESRI UK and SCCS, we have a
fantastic gala evening for visitors this year. We
are hiring part of the Ricoh Casino, a Las
Vegas style casino with tables, slots, bars and
an exotic décor. There will be a floorshow with
“Elvis” and The Vegas Show Girls – check
them out at www.elvislegacy.com and
www.thevegasshowgirls.co.uk! Your ticket will
include a welcome drink, two-course buffet
supper, entertainment and, if you’re unfamiliar
with what a casino has to offer, a chance to
try out the training tables at no risk.
Why not come with a client, to network or
just enjoy the fun? To book, call +44 (0)1438
352617 or go to www.pvpubs.com/events.

The m3 Conference – “Bridging the gap:
sharing and learning” – mix and match
sessions to suit your schedule and
personal CPD plan
Grounded in the three m’s – measuring,
modelling and managing geospatial
information, this year’s programme features
plenary sessions on both days. The aim is to
bridge the gap between those engaged in
geospatial data collection and those
developing or using commercial applications
for geospatial data so that both can learn
from the other. Delegates are encouraged to
break out of their traditional specialisms by
choosing between the two streams –
Geomatics: Getting the Data and Geographic
Apps & Users. If you are a UK or Irish reader, a
full programme and booking form is included
in the centre of this issue of GW. The
programme is also available to download at
www.pvpubs.com/events.
To book your place at the m3 Conference,
call +44 (0)1438 352617 or visit
www.pvpubs.com/event to book online or
download the booking form.
See you in Coventry!

This year’s Gala
Evening at GEO-10
promises to be special.
Set in the Ricoh
Casino, there will be a
Las Vegas style floor
show, buffet supper
and an opportunity to
play the tables at no
risk. Don’t miss it!
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Cartographical Society and the Remote Sensing
and Photogrammetry Society.
Don’t miss this chance to see such
interesting technology up close! GEO-10 will
take place 24 & 25 March 2010 – you can
register as a visitor at www.pvpubs.com/events
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Conference Report

F u s i n g the ‘INT’s
By Richard Groom

Since late
November last year,
the QEII
Conference Centre
in Westminster has
been the venue for
the Iraq Inquiry.
But for three days
at the end of
January, whilst
politicians and civil
servants continued
to account for their
actions on the
second floor, on
the fourth floor the
annual festival of
GEOINT that is DGI
Europe took place.
Richard Groom
reports.

An exhibition and social
functions allow plenty
of opportunity for
networking.

T

he DGI (Defence Geographic Intelligence)
Europe conference is essentially an event
with a military focus, but overflows into
civil contingency and humanitarian relief. Lead
sponsor for the conference was again Digital
Globe, who recently launched their Worldview II
satellite. ESRI co-sponsored the event. It is
impossible to report on the whole proceedings
within a few pages of GW so these notes are
edited highlights.

The role of open source data
The first day opened with inspiring talks from
one current and one retired senior army
officer. First to speak was Major General Jerry
Thomas. He is Assistant Chief of Defence Staff
(Intelligence Capability) in the UK MoD. The
Defence Geographic Centre, Joint
Aeronautical and Geospatial Organisation
(JAGO) and JARIC, the national imagery
exploitation centre, come under his control.
He explained the difference between GEOINF
and GEOINT. The former is factual information
about the physical environment and the latter
derived from the analysis and exploitation of
the former. GEOINT adds the value of location
to intelligence.
As it turned out, the definitions are quite
blurred and although Thomas seemed to be at
odds with the next speaker, (and the
Canadians had yet another set of definitions),
I felt that there was actually, as you would
expect, plenty of common ground with
differences lying more in terminology than
content. Thomas’s contention is that there is
too much information and not enough
intelligence. He does not have the resources to
process all the information and challenged the
organisations represented in the audience to
start converting information in the public

domain into intelligence for the military.
Military intelligence is not just about topsecret stuff. It is often about making links
between seemingly innocuous datasets – nongeospatial as well as geospatial. The results of
inadequate intelligence of this type can be
embarrassing and he related an experience of
arriving in Kurdistan expecting snow when in
fact the temperature was 20ºC. This initial
operational phase is known as IPB –
Intelligence Preparation of the Battlespace.
What, perhaps, is needed is a military atlas –
albeit a digital one – containing information
about wells, road and rail routes, the power
grid and points of critical vulnerability in the
country’s infrastructure. Thinking less spatially,
information about the country’s economy,
demography and ethnicity should also be
included. In short, what you need to know to
run this country. Of course, it is vital that the
data is interoperable, and there was plenty of
talk around standards during the conference.
When analysing information the key is to
think from the point of view of the
protagonists. If you were a terrorist, where
would you locate? How would you make sure
you could find the cache of weapons that you
buried two years ago?
The major general laid a challenge before
the audience. Can you carry out a second or
third order effects analysis of a particular
action? For example, if the military were to
arrest a particular leader, what would be the
effect on the population? Will they be pleased
or would they revolt?

War amongst the people
This sounded like just the job for a retired
army officer. General Sir Rupert Smith is one
such. He retired in 2001 and then wrote a
treatise on modern warfare – “The
Utility of Force: The Art of War in the
Modern World”. He differentiated
between the traditional ‘industrial’ war,
in which battles won wars and modern
‘war amongst the people’ in which
battles frequently don’t win wars.
Winning the war requires a different
approach, in which human geography
is key.
He illustrated this with an (in
hindsight) amusing anecdote from his
work in Northern Ireland. Culvert mines
were the problem, but the army noticed
that there were never any explosions on
alternate Thursdays. How could this be?
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Conference Report
At the front line

Haiti: Plenty of
satellite imagery
but no street
names.
Image ©
GeoEye

‘‘

OpenStreet Map
came into its own
as a means of
updating the
situation quickly.

’’

The answer was that alternate Thursdays were
unemployment benefit collection days. By
fusing two pieces of information they were
able to reveal a pattern and then disrupt the
enemy. He reinforced the point that the object
is not always to kill, in a war amongst the
people.
The general had had some disquieting
experiences with intelligence, like the
‘warehouse’ in Belgrade that turned out to be
the Chinese Embassy. It was a warehouse –
four years previously. This dampened his
enthusiasm for what he called pre-digested
intelligence, preferring that the commander be
able to assess what he receives. Sir Rupert
contended that most of this is information,
not intelligence. The person with the problem
should do the intelligence. He also emphasised
the importance of time. Situations can change
on the ground very quickly so intelligence has
to be relevant for the moment when it is
needed.

DGIFC
Fusion was the new word in this year’s DGI.
Answers come by combining, sometimes
minute, pieces of information from different
hierarchical stove pipes, not from within the
stove pipes themselves. We were given
instances of information trails that had run
cold in one thread of INT but took on new
significance when combined with information
from other sources. “Fusion” is in the name of
the new GEOINT installation at Wyton, which
is known as DGIFC – Defence Geographic
Intelligence Fusion Centre. Group Captain Ian
Wood spoke about the new facility on the
second day. His aim is to produce high quality
intelligence in near real time. The layout of
the facility is such that all the ‘INTs’, and there
are several of them (IM for Image, HUM for
human etc), are co-located and therefore able
to interact more effectively. Wood stressed
that forward commanders have to be able to
trust the intelligence fed to them. Presentation
is key to ensuring that the message is
interpreted correctly.
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Moving closer to the battlefield, Colonel John
Kedar, who is commander JAGO, spoke
about developments since his talk at last
year’s conference. In the civilian assistance
role, his team had been involved during the
floods in Cumbria. The Environment Agency
has predictive information about the effects
of flooding but his team was able to gather
early photographic evidence of the actual
situation on the ground for tactical
commanders, particularly concerning the
state of the transport network in the area.
He continues to have geo-soldiers posted
in Afghanistan, two of whom gave sub-talks.
Captain Anthony Barton explained the work
needed to ensure freedom of movement for
Afghans in the run-up to the presidential
election last year. He focused on the need for
standards when working within a
multinational force and the use of data from
patrols to keep the current situation up to
date and carry out predictive analysis. Sapper
Martin Williams spoke of his work as a
geotechnician working at Forward Operating
Base Price. The work involved responding to
the commander’s requirements with a rapid
turnaround of work, sometimes within thirty
minutes. The audience were inspired and
Sapper Williams was mentioned several times
in later lectures.

Haiti
Better quality intelligence is required more
quickly. Cloud computing will help achieve
this but is not a reality yet. Jeff Peters from
ESRI spoke about this and introduced us to
the ‘geotweet’. These were used during the
Haiti earthquake. In fact Haiti was
mentioned in several presentations, of
which the most relevant was probably given
by Nigel Press, with his MapAction hat on.
Lack of communications was a major
problem. Indeed some messages from
people trapped in the rubble were being
relayed to rescuers via relatives in the USA.
Another difficulty arose from the lack of
street mapping. The location of streets
could be taken off satellite imagery – of
which there was plenty, but no street
names. Here Open Street Map came into its
own as a means of updating the situation
quickly. It would have been even better, had
it been possible to connect to the Internet
from Port au Prince.

Securing events
There was an interesting session on GIS for
security planning at the Olympics and other
high profile events. There is a certain irony
for GW in being able to report on security
matters at the Olympics, whilst having been
consistently refused editorial content on the
commercial contracts related to the Olympics
because non-disclosure agreements are
written into every contract. The Ordnance

Conference Report
Survey’s role in providing intelligence to the
security community is not well known but it
has been providing geo-data to support
security planning for the Olympics right from
the start of the project. Neil Ackroyd, the OS’s
Director of Data Collection and Management,
at firstly spoke about the mapping agency’s
involvement in security planning for the G20
summit at the Excel Centre in London’s
Docklands. At the Olympics site, OS is flying
photography of the site at four to six month
intervals. It’s a question of gathering and
collating geospatial information, including
historical mapping, to gain an understanding
of the site. They are generating 3D models of
the sites and incorporating internal building
models.
Jack Pellicci from Intergraph spoke about
motion video exploitation. This is an area
that is developing apace. Video has the
advantage of being cheap, reliable and
available in real time. Unfortunately, this also
means that there is too much data – a
problem voiced by other speakers. The
humanitarian sector even has an acronym for
it: YAMP (Yet Another Mapping Portal). Video
is used immediately but can also be mined
later for change detection purposes. The
challenges for motion video are automatic
change detection and integration with
existing GEOINT. Intergraph has a unique
ability to enhance video to remove haze and
clarify images. Unmanned Airborne Vehicles
(UAVs) make ideal platforms for video and
several speakers remarked on the prospect
that before long they would be
commonplace for civil as well as military
applications.

Eradicating poppies
Tim Buckley, GIS Consultant to the British
Embassy in Kabul gave an interesting talk on
the use of GIS in the battle against the
opium poppy. In 2007 the acreage given over
to poppy cultivation had risen to 193,000 Ha.
Now, thanks to an eradication programme,
the acreage is 123,000 Ha. GIS is used as
part of a strategy to target areas in which to
concentrate eradication efforts. High yield
areas, the availability of alternative work,
proximity to markets and many other factors
go into the analysis. To check on the
effectiveness of eradication, tractors are
satellite-tracked. We were shown some of
the results, ranging from the highly
conscientious to zero effort, and some
farmers even try harvesting the crop and
then destroying it!

GIS for security and defence
Pictometry is familiar to most readers in the
civilian environment. Major General Bruce
Lawlor was former chief of staff at the US
department of Homeland Security. He sees
Pictometry as useful for situational awareness.
Oblique views mean that it is possible to

identify more than from vertical images and,
during an emergency, there is the vital ability
to measure objects in the image, arcs of fire,
areas and heights.
Joshua Lyons, a GIS Analyst from
UNOSAT/UNITAR has been working on the
piracy problem off the Somali coast. Using
records of successful and unsuccessful
hijackings together with environmental data
he has been able to draw some interesting
conclusions. Perhaps most obviously,
successful hijackings tend to occur when the
sea is calm although there is a time lag
between the two. Perhaps most alarmingly, in
the longer term, attacks are now taking place
further off the coast.
Ian Readhead recently retired from
Hampshire Constabulary and is now Director
of Information for the Association of Chief
Police Officers. Under a government
initiative, he was given £50 million
(subsequently increased to £75 million) to
equip police officers on the beat with handheld computing. The idea was to enable
policemen to fill in the paperwork digitally
and outside rather than in the office. He
gave a frank talk on the subject. The
initiative delivered, in the sense that there
was a 90% increase in intelligence reports
and bobbies did spend longer on the beat.
But did it save money? No, when you factor
in the need to refresh hardware and software
every few years.

Education and training
The last session of the conference concerned
training and was given by John Knight,
Principal of the Royal School of Military
Survey. The school has entered collaborative
arrangements with Cranfield University at post
graduate and with Sheffield Hallam University
at undergraduate levels. The experience has
been good for both sides. Sheffield Hallam
was one of the original polytechnics and
therefore in the mindset of work-related
education and training. The course at Sheffield
is subject to extensive auditing but the
defence audit interval has been extended from
two years to five years, reflecting well on the
quality of the course.
The DGI conference is two days of intensive
presentations with an accompanying
exhibition. The mornings are taken up with
plenaries and I felt these talks, particularly on
the first day, were excellent. In the afternoons,
the delegates split into three streams to cater
for the participants’ specialisms. All this
however, and the central London location,
comes with a hefty price tag and several
delegates commented on this. A ‘virtual
conference’ CD-ROM is available for
£299+VAT for military / government
purchasers or £399+VAT for non-military /
Government people.

‘‘

Oblique views
mean that it is
possible to
identify more
than from vertical
images. . .

’’

• For further details visit: www.dgieurope.com
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Rights to Light

Calculating the Right to Light
– simple software tools shed new light
By Abigail Tomkins and David Maltby

English Law has
long recognised
that building
owners have a
right to light and
new developments
have to take
account of this. But
evaluating that
right has
traditionally been a
painstaking
process. Now
software is
available that takes
advantage of the
latest geospatial
technology.

R

ights of light can be a multi-million pound
issue in any new development. The legal
fees, risk of injunction and scale of
compensation ensure that all parties to a new
development need to have the exact and
accurate information they need before going
ahead with major works. New software is now
available to make this information a lot easier
and quicker to attain.
The right to daylight has been a civil right for
over 150 years and cases on this matter can
proceed to court regardless of planning
permission. The Prescription Act of 1832 states
that a building has a right to light once it has
received uninterrupted light for 20 years — and
this law is still relevant today. Developments have
been halted completely and substantial
compensation paid out because of it. However,
since 1832, there have been a number of
developments relating to rights of light and the
best ways to determine a case – and to avoid one.
Good practice guidance from the Building
Research Establishment (BRE) is widely used to
calculate the impact a new development will
have on existing rights of light in neighbouring
properties. The guidance includes tests on the
hours of sunlight and diffused daylight a room
receives through its windows, and the amount
of sunlight a garden or outdoor space receives.
The guidance also includes certain acceptable
amounts of daylight loss that are now
recognised by local authorities when considering
planning applications.
Where rights of light are infringed, there is
no simple way to assess the level of damage.
Historically, complex “Waldram” diagrams have
been used to calculate how the varying degrees
of light in a room could be affected by a new
building. Now, however, these calculations can
be made by specialist software.

What is a Right to Light?
According to the Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors (RICS):
“A right to light may be acquired by ‘anyone who has had
uninterrupted use of something over someone else’s land for 20 years
without consent, openly and without threat, and without interruption
of more than a year.’ If a new development reduces the level of light to
a window over 20 years old below a certain minimum, the window’s
owner is entitled to legal remedy, unless the right has been waived by
express agreement. Depending on the extent of the injury, this can
range from the award of compensation, through cutting back the
development, to court injunction to stop the development altogether.”

A new guidance note on Rights to Light is under preparation by RICS
as part of its regular series of professional practice guidance notes. The
working group includes a representative from the geomatics
community, Andrew Maltby.
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MBS Software has released a specialist suite
that can be run in an AutoCAD environment to
enable architects, planners and developers to see
exactly how a new building will affect the rights
of light in surrounding properties. Waldram Tools
is designed to process calculations covering
daylight and sunlight analysis, and rights of light.
The software runs calculations from a 3D CAD
model based on scenarios the user provides,
typically: ‘What would the impact be if my
building was x metres high?’
Waldram Tools works in three stages: (i)
collecting the data, (ii) building the 3D CAD
model and, (iii) providing the results.

Collecting the required data
Traditionally, collecting data for rights of light
surveys has been a desktop exercise —
collating information from old photographs,
plans, Ordnance Survey maps and so on. Now
this stage has become a lot more accurate as
geospatial engineering technology has evolved
to enable qualified surveyors to carry out
rights of light surveys on site. Using 3D laser
scanners or scanning total stations, a point
cloud of accurate georeferenced data can be
captured very rapidly.
Once the data is captured and the relevant
points identified, surveyors can use software,
like MBS Elevations, to capture in real time,
the raw wire-frame information in its true
coordinate location as a skeleton on which to
build a 3D CAD model.
By creating a model based on accurate and
current data, the survey becomes a cost
efficient and time-saving element of the rights
of light assessment process – instead of a
potentially inaccurate and lengthy desktop
study based on out-of-date documentation
and photographs.

Building the 3D CAD model
Once the data has been collected, it can be
manipulated into a 3D model within AutoCAD
by experienced CAD users. (MBS Software can
provide appropriate training on this stage of
the job for those unfamiliar with 3D
AutoCAD.)
The most important details in the model are
the masses of all the buildings involved and the
structural window openings that need to be
included in the calculations. Again surveying
expertise is necessary, as having the exact 3D
location of the buildings and windows is
essential to the calculations at this stage.

Providing the results
Once the 3D model has been created, Waldram

Rights to Light

Who was Waldram?
Waldram Tools enables the calculation
of light loss from new and proposed
developments, right down to
individual rooms.

Tools can be used to calculate daylight and
sunlight analysis, and rights of light. The software
enables the results to be presented graphically by
way of a Waldram diagram, as a contoured plan
and in a tabular form as a Microsoft Excel
spreadsheet. The Excel output takes the form of
an EFZ (effective front zone) table.
The crucial question developers need to
start asking is: Would it be better to know
about a potential rights of light issue at the
design stage or halfway through — or even
after — the construction process? It really can

be a million dollar question and developers
cannot afford to overlook it. By investing in
the right software and the right expertise at
the right time this pitfall can be avoided.
Waldram Tools has been under development
for a number of years and is now commercially
available from MBS Software.
• For further information, contact MBS on tel:
+44 (0)1903 879 323, email:
sales@surveymbs.com or visit the website at:
www.surveymbs.com
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Percy Waldram and his son,
J.M. Waldram, also a noted
expert on lighting , played a
pivotal role in the 1920s in
developing methods to
calculate how much light one
is entitled to based on the
notion “sufficient light
according to the ordinary
notions of mankind” (Colls v.
Home & Colonial Stores Ltd,
1904). Waldram suggested
that ordinary people require 1
foot-candle of illuminance
(approximately 10 lux) for
reading and other work
involving visual discrimination.
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Lecure

The Future of Mapping: April 1st looms
By Richard Groom

This year’s
Geoforum Lecture at
the end of January
attracted a packed
audience drawn
from across the UK
geo spectrum
(annoyingly several
people had to be
turned away).

O

rdnance Survey’s Director General and
Chief Executive, Vanessa Lawrence, gave
this year’s Geoforum lecture in the newly
refurbished lecture hall at the RICS. Quite why it
took so long to lay a carpet is anyone’s guess!

The path to a location-centred world
Her talk was entitled “The Future of
Mapping”. The title might be about the
future, but Dr Lawrence opened by urging us
to remember the past. Ordnance Survey’s
history goes back beyond 1800 and the need
for military mapping to prepare for the
possibility of invasion by Napoleon. Since then
the organisation’s fortunes have waxed and
waned with the level of enthusiasm of the
government of the day, but it has an
outstanding reputation on the world stage. In
the past few years however, the playing field
is altogether different. We now live in what
Lawrence described as a “Location-centred
world”. Geographic Information (GI) is now an
important wealth creator for industry.

The role of GI professionals
In this changed world, customers expect
instant response and easier access to GI in real
time. Wider use of GI data has also made it
simpler to analyse so that this work is no
longer the realm of specialists. However, the
expanding GI market will tend to offset this.
Specialists will still be required but the work
will become more specialised. With growing
consumer and business use of geographic
information one would expect there to be a
pool of talent available to the industry but this
is not the case. Dr Lawrence wondered if this
was due to a lack of understanding of our
business within the population. OS has an
educational role and has been providing every
schoolchild in Britain with a printed OS map,

Dr Lawrence cuts the
first sod for the
Ordnance Survey’s
new headquarters,
due for completion
later this year. But
how big will the
mapping agency be
when it moves in and
what will its
responsibilities be?
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as a means of introducing them to our world.
They are also about to launch Digimap for
schools, thus extending a service first
introduced to the further and higher
education sectors through Edina.
Large-scale mapping is developing.
Intelligent 3D and 4D data are becoming more
important in parallel with the growing use of
building information models (BIM) and
augmented and virtual reality. However,
product refinement is not always what the
customer wants. To satisfy a demand for
vector data at 1:10,000 scale, OS recently
launched OS VectorMap Local.

Fostering innovation
Ordnance Survey has a responsibility to foster
innovation based upon its geographic data
and now a substantial proportion of its
revenue comes from data licensed to
commercial partners for use in their products.
OS OpenSpace is an applications
programming interface to help developers
(and others) to add value by developing
applications based upon OS data. Dr Lawrence
admitted that use of the site had at first been
too restrictive, however licensing obstacles
had now been removed and those originally
put off should have another go. OS is also
promoting innovation through its GeoVation
website and has recently announced the
winners of a competition to seek out the three
best GI-based ideas.
The future of navigation is ubiquitous
positioning. It will mean that anyone with a
GPS-enabled tracking device can be located at
any time. It sounds like big brother is bearing
down upon us, but an OS partner – Locatorz –
already markets such a system. It can
obviously be used for monitoring of workers,
which could be seen as an intrusion, but it has
found most favour as a lone worker tracking
system in which the person concerned can
elect to be tracked for safety reasons.
Finally on the theme of innovation, Dr
Lawrence mentioned www.data.gov.uk. This
will be the route to the government data that
is of public value but currently not accessible.
The site is in its beta version and well worth a
look.

Policy consultation
Dr Lawrence wound up her talk with some
thoughts on the role of the Ordnance Survey.
The last year or so has seen a number of
policy documents and statements that affect
the OS; for example, the UK Location Strategy,
INSPIRE, the OS Business Strategy, several
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Lecture
statements buried deep in the detail of the
2009 budget and the recent sharing of
information across the public sector and
making government data available to the
public.
If parts of the audience were wondering
where this talk had been going, they were left
in no doubt in the final few minutes. On
November 17th, prime minister Gordon Brown
announced that certain OS datasets would be
made free to the public. I, along I suspect with
many others, thought this was a done (if
rather vague) deal. However, it turns out that
On December 23rd a document entitled
“Policy options for geographic information
from Ordnance Survey” was put out to
consultation. The document is available for
download from
www.communities.gov.uk/publications/
corporate/ordnancesurveyconsultation. It is a
lengthy work but well worth study, if only
from a CPD standpoint because it
acknowledges and addresses the issues
surrounding the valuing and pricing of data
that so vex our industry. The document puts
forward three options for consideration.
Option 1 is the current business strategy – the
so-called “do nothing” option. Option 2 is for
the release of licensing constraints on largescale data – MasterMap. Option 3 is for a
staged transition from the current strategy.

Dr Lawrence’s
Lecture was an
opportunity for
many old friends to
catch up. From left
to right:
Muhammad
Sulaiman, Mike
Curtis, Ian Logan
and Carl Calvert.

Closing date March 17th
Dr Lawrence was not in a position to comment
on the proposals but urged everyone in the
audience to make sure that they read the
document and express their opinions before the
consultation closing date on March 17th. She
said that she had been instructed to have all the
necessary preparations in place to be able to
deliver the option required by April 1st, which
allows a very short time for review of points
arising from the consultation.
• For a review of the Consultation document
turn to page 16.
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. . . certain OS
datasets would
be made free to
the public

’’
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BOOK REVIEW

Land Administration
for Sustainable
Development

By Ian Williamson, Stig Enemark,
Jude Wallace, Abbas Rajabifard
ESRI Press, 487pp, p/back,
available from ESRI’s GIS
Bookstore $49.95 ISBN
9781589480414
Published by ESRI Press Academic,
this book grew out of the wishes
of Ian Williamson and Stig
Enemark to document their lives’
work in land management and
administration. Both have
extensive experience in terms of
geographic cover and land-related
activities and both have contributed much to the work of the
International Federation of
Surveyors (FIG). They recognised
that in the legal and technical
fields they would need some
support and hence invited Jude
Wallace, a land policy lawyer, and
Abbas Rajabifard who has
specialised in spatial data management and spatially enabled society
to join them. This range of authors’
disciplines also reflects their
proposed land management

a clear and well presented text with a refreshingly broad understanding of land
paradigm that moves beyond the
traditional concept of mapping,
cadastral surveying and land
registration to use land administration as a means of managing
land and resources to achieve
sustainable development and to
more effectively support the range
of new global challenges, especially
climate change. The net outcome is
a book that is broad in outlook,
combining real-world experience
with academic insight and provides
a real insight into the relationship
between people and land.
The authors were ambitious
and intended to write a book that
could be understood by nonexperts in the field. In this they are
only partially successful. In Part 1,
which is dedicated to introducing
land administration, it is not until
page 27 that they answer the
specific question ‘What is land
administration?’ Anyone unfamiliar
with the field might struggle with
the concepts, especially since the
field is bedevilled by a multitude of
meanings for the same word.
When the United Nations
Economic Commission for Europe
wanted to produce Guidelines on
the Cadastre they had to drop the
word Cadastre from the title as
the experts could not agree on
what was a cadastre. They used
the term Land Administration
instead as this covered a much
wider field.
The non-expert should,
however, persevere for there is
much good material that links a
refreshingly broad understanding
of the subject with a holistic view
of the land. Parts 2 and 3 look at

the main sub-components of
their modern land administration
theory underpinned by the land
management paradigm; this
includes marine administration,
social tenure and an excellent
insight into land markets. A wide
range of examples from around
the world are cited and indeed
there are cases where further
examples would be welcome –
for instance on page 237 where
it is said that “social
impediments to integration of
data. . . are the most challenging,
because social arrangements are
typically complex and intangible.
The impediments need to be
resolved through medium- to
long-term processes”. What
social impediments? What
processes? It would be
interesting to hear some case
histories to support their
assertion that, as claimed on
page 252, “effective e-land
administration is at the core of
sustainable development”. The
reality is that many cities in
Europe and much of the
European countryside have
proved sustainable without any
e-land administration. In fact
there is not a great deal in the
book about sustainability other
than at a pedagogic level.
However, e-land administration
will become increasingly essential
in the global context of
responding to the urbanisation,
food security and climate change
challenges, especially in
developing countries.
Part 4 deals with the practical
aspects of implementation, based

on the extensive consultancy
experiences of the authors. Here
there is material, especially the
land administration toolbox, which
should help the politicians and
senior civil servants that the
authors wish to address. The
mixture of academic and down-toearth practical works well. Part 5
takes a brief look ahead, including
the role of Land Administration in
supporting spatially enabled
society, the empowerment of
citizens and sustainable
development. Like the rest of the
text, it avoids universal solutions,
recognising that all countries have
and will operate solutions that are
unique to their own sets of
circumstances.
The text is in general clearly
written, provided that you are
familiar with the terms in the
Glossary, and well presented. The
diagrams and tables are excellent
and a model that many other
authors should follow. The
exception, oddly, is in the case of
the scanned maps that in spite of
the pedigree of the publisher are
at times unreadable (see for
example page 62 or page 381).
Overall, however, this is a worthy
publication that does justice to its
authors. Currently it is estimated
that Land Administration Systems
are only fully operational and work
reasonably well in about 30 and
mainly western countries.
Hopefully, this book will help to
widen this coverage, especially in
developing countries.

Reviewers: Peter Dale and Robin
McLaren
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1600 or write to: RICS Contact Centre, Surveyor Court, Westwood Way, Coventry, CV4 8JE, UK or email
contactrics@rics.org.
Otherwise, subscribers can call Barbara on +44 (0)1438 352617 or write to
PV Publications, 2B North Road, Stevenage, Hertfordshire, SG1 4AT, UK.
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3D Building Modelling

3D Urban Land Register on the outside – 3D SDI on the inside

T

he RICS recently published Exploring the
Needs and Applicability of a 3D Urban
Land Register Information System; the
latest research paper in its FiBRE (Findings in
Built and Rural Environments) series.
Soon after the researchers started to look
at the subject, they decided that their aims
needed to be revised. “Our initial thought was
that it was obvious to everyone that all types
of urban information was (sic) going to be
defined and stored in 3D or even 4D. We
were wrong.” This caused them to take a
step back from their original aim in order to
explore attitudes towards 3D urban models.
There is precious little explanation given for
such a drastic change of direction and
generally what follows lacks continuity.

A research paper on
accurate 3D
modelling in the
urban environment
has posed some
intriguing questions
such as the
applicability of
CityGML for building
interiors, says
Richard Groom.

‘‘

. . . it looks as
though the
researchers have
not involved
measured building
surveyors in their
discussions.

’’

Concepts for a 3D SDI
A 3D spatial data infrastructure (SDI) is needed
and this paper looks at the concepts that
could underwrite it. City models have hitherto
focused on the graphical representation of a
city and CityGML is an XML-based format
open data model, which is intended to be an
open standard and has been adopted by the
Open Geospatial Consortium (OGC). City GML
aims to reach a common definition of basic
entities, attributes and relations of virtual 3D
city models that can be shared over different
application fields. The report says that there is
a trend beyond graphical representation to
include non-physical aspects of cities and that
these have to be represented in 3D. They
define four basic groups of objects:
• juridical – individuals, institutions,
companies;
• physical – buildings, streets, utilities;
• fictional – administrative boundaries;
• abstract – taxes, deeds, incomes.
The juridical, physical and fictional objects
have geometric characteristics but abstract
objects do not, the report claims. But surely
taxes, deeds and incomes are attributes of
individuals, companies and / or property. The
authors also have difficulty thinking about
administrative boundaries in 3D, but is this
really such a difficult concept?
That a 3D SDI needs to be developed seems
eminently sensible. Standards, concepts, objects
and tools will provide a strong framework to
allow people to store and query 3D data.

Free or occupied space
The most interesting part of the paper is the
conceptualisation of objects into free or occupied
space. Free space is space where movement is
possible, whereas in occupied space, movement
is not possible. Between the two there is an
interface. Thinking in terms of buildings you can
visualise solid walls as occupied space and rooms
as free space. The wall surfaces are interfaces.

You can develop the idea further by having
openings between free spaces.
The paper looks at how this can be related
to the four levels of building detail in the
standard city model. CityGML level of detail 1
represents buildings as basic cuboids with flat
roofs. Level 2 models roofs and uses
photorealistic textures on buildings. A level 3
model has improved accuracy (to 0.5m in all
directions) and recognises openings. Level 4
includes modelling of the inside of buildings
and an accuracy of 0.2m in all directions.
The researchers propose to expand
CityGML level 4 to include three levels of
detail for interiors but do seem unworried that
the 0.2m accuracy of CityGML Level 4 could
lead to wall thickness problems. Indoor level 1
includes one or more generalised internal free
sub-spaces within the building as
disconnected spaces. For indoor level 2 the
internal free spaces are represented according
to some geometric generalisation. The
openings linking the sub spaces are
represented. Indoor level 3 is identical to level
2 but without geometrical generalisation and
with the addition of openings to the outside.
Throughout the discussion of indoor levels of
detail there is no mention of abstract or
fictional objects. Strange, given the emphasis
on these in earlier paragraphs.

Get involved
The authors point out that this is still open for
discussion. These indoor levels of detail need
to serve a purpose and it is hard to see any
purpose for indoor level 1. Furthermore, from
the descriptions in the report of indoor levels
of detail, it looks as though the researchers
have not involved measured building surveyors
in their discussions.
The notion of extending CityGML to
include indoor levels of detail is interesting
and useful in highlighting an area where there
will be development. Surveyors should be
aware of this and they – particularly measured
building experts – should be contributing.
This paper is exploratory rather than
definitive. There are quite a few loose ends
and ideas that could and should be
challenged. The RICS has commissioned this
work but it is alarming that the authors can
presumably suggest the topic, have it
accepted by a review board and yet write
about something rather different. Perhaps the
RICS should be exerting more control.
Despite its shortcomings, the paper does
raise the subject and thereby gives us a timely
warning to get involved if we want to influence
the development of 3D city modelling.
The report’s author is Prof. Roland Billen of
the University of Liège, Belgium. The full paper
is available to download from www.rics.org.
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Specifications

Quality, value and the price of non-conformance
By Shane MacLaughlin

In the first of two
articles, Shane
MacLauglin of
Atlas Computers
describes the
circumstances that
gave rise to the
development of
Dublin City
Council’s land
survey
specification. In the
second article,
which will appear
in the next issue of
GW, he will cover
the specification in
detail and the
reasons for its
success.

Dublin City Council’s Quality
Bus Network survey
specification has attracted
considerable interest on
both sides of the Irish Sea.
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O

ver the past two decades working in the
geomatics industry I have regularly heard
complaints from surveying companies
bemoaning ever-falling prices and the
increasing number of cowboys out there doing
bad work and damaging the perception of the
surveying profession among its clients. At the
same time I hear similar complaints from survey
consumers relating to sub-standard work and
inconsistent quality, on occasion leading them
to question the professional competence of
their survey suppliers.

Where the weakness lies
The reasons for this situation are not that
difficult to understand. In the context of
competitive tendering, the cheapest price
that claims to meet the survey specification
will typically be awarded the work. Many
survey clients do not have the expertise
required to fully and explicitly state their
requirements in the form of a formal survey
specification. Many do not even fully
understand the totality of their requirements.
This inevitably leads to weak survey
specifications, or survey specifications that do
not adequately describe the specific
requirements of the current job. In a
ruthlessly competitive marketplace, a weak
specification causes even the best surveyor to
cut corners.
Even where the specification adequately
describes the client’s requirements, if it is not
enforced it is unlikely to be adhered to.
Another way of looking at this is that where
a specification is not enforced, the rewards
for providing substandard work outweigh the
associated risks. With significant
improvements in survey technology in recent
years, both in terms of hardware and
software, there is a perception that use of
leading edge technology will deliver a
higher quality result in terms of accuracy
and content, whereas in fact improved
technology primarily facilitates improved
productivity. In the absence of skilled
professionals using good procedures,
great tools simply allow the novice
surveyor to make more mistakes more
quickly.
Collectively, these factors have led to a
hand-in-hand downward spiral of price and
quality on many survey projects.

Making a specification out of a crisis
To provide quality we need to provide value to
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our clients, which in turn involves taking time
to fully understand and meet their
requirements in a manner that is cost effective
for all. We also need to be able to clearly state
those requirements and demonstrate they
have been met.
In 2005, Dublin City Council’s QBN (Quality
Bus Network) office was experiencing a crisis
because contractors were delivering surveys to
them that were not fit for purpose. They
approached us (Atlas Computers Ltd) with a
view to collaboratively developing a new
1:250 topographic survey specification that
would force all delivered surveys to meet QBN
office requirements.
A new specification was written to address
these issues and started active use in 2006.
While the use of the specification resulted in
significantly improved results5, the
specification still had a number of
shortcomings, as raised by the surveyors. They
said that it lacked the explicit quality control
procedures needed to verify that delivered
surveys met the specification in a uniform
manner. It lacked illustrative documentation
for the surveyor, and hence was difficult to
use. Many of the cartographic and modelling
requirements were also based around the
implicit use of the QBN office SCC6 feature
library. It was seen as meeting the needs of
the survey client while ignoring the needs of
the surveyor. Finally, it was very specific to the
needs of the QBN office, but not suitable for
other similar works.

A collaborative approach
In order to address these comments, we
decided to form a working group to develop
a new quality-assured specification that was
general enough in scope to be suitable for
similar 1:250 scale urban works. In addition
to Atlas and the QBN office, the working
group included representation from senior
staff at Dublin City Council, the Local
Government Computer Services Board, RPS
group, Murphy Surveys, Apex Surveys, the
Irish Institute of Surveys and the Society of
Chartered Surveyors.
The specification has now been in use for
about two years, with a thousand copies of
the first full release printed and distributed
for discussion purposes in Ireland and the
UK. The document and some supporting
discussion material are also freely available
for download7, and it has been well received
by the surveying, local authority, and

Specifications
engineering communities in Ireland. However,
while the specification meets its stated
objectives, like any version 1.0 technical
document, it is open to improvements and
the working group is now working on these.

Better value for all
In conclusion, the approach taken may provide
some useful first steps towards how the geosurveying community can collectively regularise
its practices to better serve its client base. I
read with great interest Andy Roberts recent
article (Geomatics World Nov/Dec 2009) and
accompanying discussions on LinkedIn8 on the
collapse of geo-surveying from a profession to
a trade. My feeling is that this has come about
in a large part by surveyors becoming
technology led rather than client focused, and I
say this even with the clear bias of being a
technology vendor myself. The solution I’d
advocate would be to drive quality to provide
greater value to both client and surveyor. Cost
is not value, and my experience has been that
survey consumers would rather pay a fair price
for a good product than a cheap price for a
substandard one.
Many thanks to all the surveyors on the
QBN framework for all their excellent
feedback and practical insight, which has
contributed greatly to the success of the
effort to date.
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. . . consumers
would rather pay
a fair price for a
good product
than a cheap
price for a
substandard one.

’’

SOME DEFINITIONS OF QUALITY
• ISO 9000 – Say what you do, do what you say, and be able to prove it1. (ISO 9000 lets you build high quality concrete
life jackets if you so wish)
• “Conformance to requirements” or alternatively “the measurement of quality is the price of non-conformance” – Phillip
Crosby2. To create quality we have to understand our requirements. ISO 8402-1986 standard defines quality as “the
totality of features and characteristics of a product or service that bears its ability to satisfy stated or implied needs.” No
more concrete life jackets.
• “Quality is value to some person or persons” Gerald Weinberg3. Quality is subjective and exists within the context of
providing value to a given audience. A great specification on one job could be a terrible specification on the next.
• “Staying in business” - W Edwards Deming4. Quality also relates to achieving the requirements with the available
resources. In the context of providing services this amounts to meeting the needs of the client in a manner that is cost
effective to both client and contractor.
• “Quality is predictability” - W Edwards Deming
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Photogrammetry

Terrestrial photogrammetry as an
alternative to laser scanning
By Nick Day

M
Departing from his
usual serendipitous
column, our
transatlantic
correspondent
homes in on a
debate that will be
near to many GW
readers’ hearts.

any years ago, I read an interesting
article in Survey Review on using a
35mm camera to capture enough
information to provide measurements for
accident forensics. This was long before digital
cameras, with JPEG and RAW files, AWB, and
AF, etc, and it was a fairly crude form of
terrestrial photogrammetry. It was “horses for
courses”, results being adequate for the
situation, plus quick and cheap. However,
since the advent of laser scanning, it seems
photogrammetry has taken somewhat of a
back seat.
Having spent three days last October
covering the Leica HDS 2009 conference on
laser scanning, I was interested to find out
what was new and exciting in the world of
terrestrial photogrammetry. I found it a few
weeks later during my first ever WebEx
experience, when I hooked up with other 3D
heritage enthusiasts in a three-continent Skype
call. (WebEx Communications is a Cisco
company that provides on-demand
collaboration, online meeting, and web and
video conferencing apps). Organised by Adam
P. Spring, ADAM Technology’s rep for
Educational & Cultural Heritage, it amazed me
how far we’ve come in being able to interact
in real time, and how software has totally
revolutionised the way we operate in all fields.
Joining Adam was Dr Caradoc Peters, head of
the Dept of Archaeology at Plymouth University.
From The Getty Institute in Santa Monica, CA,
was Rand Eppich, and from Orinda, California,
Justin Barton with CyArk (the non-profit
organisation set up by Ben Kacyra, inventor of

Principals of
Photogrammetry. These
images have been provided
by Adam Technology whose
copyright they are.
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the Cyrax laser scanner). Jason Birch, managing
director of ADAM Technology, Western
Australia, provided the substance in
demonstrating, via Powerpoint, what could be
done with the right software in turning a DSLR
(digital single lens reflex) camera into a viable
competitor to laser scanning. Although Jason
stressed that much could be done with even a
basic DSLR, they usually use a professional
Canon 5D with fixed lenses – mostly 50mm,
100mm and 200mm (zoom lenses seldom
allow replication of focal length every time).
Calibration is done on all cameras.
Now, there will be purists from both sides
who will argue the benefits of their technology
and the limitations of the other, but let’s not
lose sight of concepts and innovations. Software
can, and has, transformed many an old
technology, or totally blown away the
competition making it obsolete. Bill Gates has
gone on record as saying that Microsoft is not
particularly worried about, say, Google, Apple or
Facebook as competition: he’s more worried
about two more guys in a garage, somewhere
in the world, coming out with something that
no one’s even thought about. So, this isn’t
about whether scanning is better than
photogrammetry, or vice versa, more on how
they may complement each other, and expand
the variety of weapons in one’s arsenal.

So, what’s it all about, Alfie?
Laser scanning and digital photogrammetry are
two different approaches that are often used to
obtain the same result, namely a 3D model of a
real-world scene. Separate methods used by
these two techniques result in differences in
accuracy, range, speed, cost, and suitable
application areas. Data in the real world always
contain errors, and it’s important to understand
and accurately characterise them. Not only to
ensure that the required application accuracy is
being met, but also to ensure that time and
money is not wasted providing data which is
more accurate than required.
Digital photogrammetry operates on images
of the same scene captured from different
locations using a standard digital camera.
Stereo pairs are created similarly to how the
human visual system works. Once positions of
the cameras are known (generally fixed
automatically by the software from the images
themselves rather than by direct
measurement), the 3D location of any point in
the scene is determined by locating that point
in both images. By automatically locating
common points in both images – typically
several thousand per second, depending on

Photogrammetry
PC speed –the digital photogrammetric system
builds up a DTM of the scene.
If you think about it, this is terrestrial
photogrammetry, or aerial mapping at 90°, on
a stable ground platform. No wobbly planes
yawing and pitching. Although ADAM Tech will
often put the DSLR on a tripod, it can be
handheld. It’s all in the geometry, and the trick
is sufficient overlapping photos, plus, of course,
proprietary software – 3DM Analyst – that
provides an automatic least squares best fit.

Exploding Some Myths
Despite what one remembers about terrestrial
photogrammetry of old, with short accurately
measured baselines between camera positions,
and unlike the excellent Menci paper in the
last issue (GW Jan/Feb 2010), which covered
close range applications, long range has been
proven to be sufficiently accurate and
effective. Again, the key is software that was
not available in the past.
There is a belief that you need to place
control points on an object/structure to be
measured. This has never been required by
photogrammetry. Often it’s not possible, say in
the case of unstable open pit mine walls.
Points, if needed, can be placed in front of,
behind, or around the structure. In a similar
vein, pre-marking has never been necessary
for aerial mapping, post-marking of readily
identifiable points on overlapping photos
sufficing. Note that developments in laser
scanning capabilities and software have
reduced the number of required
georeferenced control points and targets.

Vive La Difference!
Here are some basic differences between the
two technologies, although there are variables
depending on scanner models, applications,
and methodology:
• Each point in a laser scanner point cloud is
an independent sample while the pixels in
an image have a fixed relationship with
respect to each other. So, you can
georeference photogrammetric data using a
small number of known points, confident
that the rest of the data will be correct
relative to those points. You can never be
sure the same is true for scanned data.
• When it comes to range, photogrammetry
gives a great deal of flexibility to the user.
E.g., changing to a lens with double the
focal length allows an image to be

It is not necessary to
place control points on
an object/structure to be
measured. Often it’s not
possible, say in the case
of unstable open pit
mine walls.
Image © Adam
Technology

captured from twice as far away with very
little effect on the results.
• Accuracy of 3D data for a DSLR depends on
the relationship between lens focal length
and distance, and the base-to-distance
ratio. The user is free to operate from
whatever distance is most convenient,
simply choosing the lens and ratio to fit the
accuracy requirements of the job.
• Unlike laser scanners, planimetric accuracy
is typically more accurate than the depth
accuracy (usually other way around for laser
scanners).
• Range using a DSLR surpasses that of many
scanners and can be more accurate.
Scanners can be used at night and in unlit
areas, whereas cameras require floodlighting.
However, Jason has not found this to be a
problem, and is having considerable success in
tunnels and caves. And, as was noted in the
last issue (Leica HDS conference report), the
Los Angeles forensics’ group requires soft
floodlighting for their night scanning.

‘‘

It’s all in the
geometry, and the
trick is sufficient
overlapping
photos, plus, of
course, proprietary
software. . .

’’

Practical Applications, Time and Costs
Regarding range, Jason notes that BHP Billiton
Iron Ore routinely use distances up to 1200m,
as many as 20 images (using fans) being
captured from each camera location. This
minimises the number of different locations
required to capture a typical pit wall. And, the
Escondida mine in Chile has been mapped
with a 3cm pixel size on the ground from
2.8km. This technique allows extremely large
areas to be captured and modelled in 3D very
quickly with minimal fieldwork.
continued on page 39

Visualising Accuracy:
Reducing the Error Elipse
can improve depth
accuracy.
Images © Adam
Technology
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Downundercurrents

Astronomy, Horses, Koalas but FIG looms
By John Brock

GW’s antipodean
correspondent has
been busy visiting
various
establishments
ahead of his big
History Workshop
that precedes the
FIG Congress in
Sydney.

C

hristmas is always colourful in Sydney
with Christmas Lights Topp Tours and
especially this year with a Yuletide trip
to Fort Denison (built c.1840’s to fight off
the Russians?) in the middle of Sydney
Harbour after a brilliant lunch at Circular
Quay.

Sydney’s astronomical history
At the City of Sydney Historical Association
(COSHA) January lecture Dr Peter Tyler gave a
comprehensive presentation on the
astronomers of Sydney from the time of
James Cook to the middle of the twentieth
century. With the HMB Endeavour in 1770
came Charles Green who set up the first
observatory, albeit a temporary demountable
tent, to make observations from Botany Bay
not long after the more famous set of
sightings had been made of the Transit of
Venus from Fort Venus in Tahiti. Then, of
course, our first official New South Wales
astronomer was William Dawes whose other
responsibilities included surveying in the new
colony. His wooden observatory was situated
on the land under the Sydney Harbour Bridge
now bearing his name, Dawes Point, which
he had originally called Point Maskelyne after
the London Astronomer Royal of the period.

First international life member
In January I became the first international
Life Member of the Surveyors Historical

Society (USA) for which I feel rather
privileged. For anyone interested in the
history of surveying this organisation is a
great medium for contact with other keen
enthusiasts. The newsletter is an excellent
source of stories. There are many books for
sale at discount to members and various
events are organised, visiting major historical
surveying sites in the US. The website is
www.surveyorshistoricalsociety.com so make
contact.

From Belgian beauties to Nazi death
camps
It is hard to believe that museums of such
diverse subjects as the history of the NSW
Mounted Police Force to the horror of The
Holocaust in Europe, could be so close to
each other. Feeding carrots and apples to the
various breeds of horse, from the aristocratic
tall dark and handsome Belgian to the
whippy whimsy of the ex-racehorses, at the
stables of the horse-riding constabulary in
the morning, we were stunned into muteness
at the Jewish Museum in the afternoon as a
survivor of the German death camp at
Auschwitz in Poland retold the tragic story of
how her last vision of her mother was as she
was being herded into the mass gas chamber.
Thousands of her family and friends were to
meet the same ghastly end. She was a truly
wonderful woman who moved everyone to
tears with her passionate love of life and
resolution in her confrontation with tragedy
and survival.

Nuclear powered koalas?

Right: Making
friends with
cuddly animals. . .
John gets close to
Little Barry (he’s
the one in the
middle).

Just as February started to give NSW some
rain we were on a Topp Tour of the
Australian Nuclear Science Technology
Organisation (ANSTO) at Lucas Heights to
have a look at our world-renowned facility.
We even had lunch there, which was easy to
find because it glowed in the dark! Even the
koalas in Symbio Wildlife Park at
Helensburgh (on the coast south of Sydney)
are provided with special eucalyptus leaves
grown at the nuclear facility. During our
afternoon visit to see some of our native
Aussie animals and birds we were able to pat
koalas, kangaroos, echidnas, emus and many
other parrots as well as getting some photos
with little Barry the cuddly koala and his
handler Kylie.

History workshop promotion
Rapidly approaching is the FIG Congress
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being held in Sydney shortly after this
magazine has been distributed. My major
contribution is the Two Day Surveying
History Workshop on Friday 9 and Saturday
10 April just prior to the first day of the
main event when the Welcome Reception at
the historic Sydney Town Hall will introduce
the visitors to the famous Aussie hospitality.
On Friday I have all of the Surveyors-General
from every State and mainland territory
taking part at the historic Old Government
House in Parramatta, with footings from
Governor Arthur Phillip’s first residence of
1790 still visible and the main part of the
building erected in 1799 by Governor John
Hunter. It is the oldest public building still
standing in Australia. Our Saturday venue is

the historic Dixson Room in the Mitchell
Wing of the NSW State Library where the
overseas content features the USA Chief
Surveyor, former Heads of the Survey
Departments in Hong Kong and New
Zealand, the Chairman of the FIG
International Institution for the History of
Surveying and Measurement, the Head of
NOAA (National Oceanographic and
Aeronautical Administration of the USA), the
President of the Nigerian Institution of
Surveyors as well as speakers on Roman
aqueduct surveying, Leonardo da Vinci,
excavations at the fabled city of Troy, Albert
Einstein and the Canning Stock Route in
Western Australia. A full report will feature
in the next edition of GW magazine.

Photogrammetry
continued from page 37
To see how quickly a project can be done,
Jason took an open pit mine, covering 400m
× 280m. From the panel on the previous
page, you can see that using a 100m lens
takes about 10 mins capture time, 13 mins to
process, and generates 2 million points.
You’d be hard pressed to do even one
scanner set-up in that time.
One use that has literally been making
waves is for the offshore oil & gas industry.
Oil rigs are incredibly expensive to run (I’ve
heard lease rates of up to $280k a day), and
being out of action for even a brief time eats
into profits. Steel legs and anchors
deteriorate in salt water and harsh storm
conditions, and need to be monitored for
excessive wear. In the past, divers used video
–unsafe and not accurate. You cannot take a
scanner down a few hundred metres;
besides, where would you set up the tripod?
But, a DSLR, mounted on a mini-sub, can
take numerous overlapping photos. Then,
using the software, chain-link wear can be
determined and as-built modelling visualised
for any subsequent modifications.
In a vastly different application, one of
their customers – a dentist – published a
paper in a peer-reviewed journal showing he
had achieved accuracies of 15 microns using
a pair of 6mp DSLRs and the software.
It gets better. If terrestrial doesn’t quite
hack it, and you need to capture part of a
site from overhead, say of stockpiles, there’s
always the UAV (Unmanned Aerial Vehicle). A
tiny helicopter, half the size of a person, and
equipped with a DSLR, is remotely controlled
to fly up to 400 feet above ground and take
a series of overlapping photos. For one
stockpile 175 points/m2 (15 million total)
were collected, with a point accuracy of
20mm. Field time was 30 mins (incl. 6 mins

in the air), and processing time 30 mins. A
scanner that had been doing the work took
3.5 hrs and 3 hrs respectively. Volume
comparisons agreed within 0.3%.
At $50k for commercial ventures, and
$10k for non-profits carrying out heritage
work, the software is not cheap. The UAV
will also run you $40k to buy, or you could
lease as needed. But consider this: unlike
laser scanning where equipment at $100k is
the high cost item, plus upgrades at similar
prices, terrestrial photogrammetry costs are
in the software. And, for about $3k, using a
good DSLR plus suitable lens, you’re off and
running.
For further information, you can visit their
website at www.AdamTech.com.au. I can
also recommend Jason’s comprehensive
Powerpoint presentation, which covers all
you want to know about practical terrestrial
photogrammetry, the geometry, camera
calibration, how to shoot various types of
sites, and use the software. I also suggest
getting hold of his paper, “Laser Scanning vs.
Photogrammetry,” which covers pros and
cons of each.

‘‘

. . . for about
$3k, using a
good DSLR plus
suitable lens,
you’re off and
running.

’’

About the author
Nick Day, FRICS, FRGS, PLS, is retired from
the California Department of Transportation
(Caltrans). He can be reached at
feasibility.nick@gmail.com
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PRODUCTS & SERVICES

New SceneWorks release

New Scene software
Scene 4.7 release is the latest
version of Faro’s scan processing
software for its laser scanner. The
software features more efficient
point cloud handling and visualisation due to 64-bit architecture,
which extends the usable memory.
This version also incorporates oneclick web-share functionality.
Scanned images can now be put
on the Internet, enabling companies
from the architecture, engineering
and law enforcement industries to
share scan information with
customers, suppliers and partners
without the need for additional
software. The new release will be
available in April 2010.

Monitoring movement
A new version of Trimble’s 4D
Control software combines GNSS
and optical technologies for realtime deformation monitoring
applications. The software is
designed for monitoring dams,
bridges, buildings, pipeline support
piers, large-scale construction and
excavation sites, underground and
open pit mines, landslides, tunnels
and other structures. Surveyors can
now integrate positioning data
from the company’s GNSS receivers
to detect rapid motion and longterm movement trends. GNSS
receivers can also be used in
conjunction with optical target
monitoring to examine the stability
of control points to ensure accurate
optical measurements. In addition,
for optical measurements, the
software can be combined with the
S8 total station.

New software for
construction
Topcon Europe Positioning has
introduced new software for
construction layout – Layout and
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The SceneWorks business division of Spheron VR AG has launched version 1.2
of its SceneCenter Forensic and SceneCenter Framework visual content
management software. The software includes improved features such as: full
integration of Windows Media Player; improved resolution of published
spherical images; new support for the publication of Word documents;
enhanced GPS features; and an increased feature set for 3D photogrammetric
measurement. The software can be tailored for areas like crime scene
documentation, tactical training, military and anti-terrorism. This allows for a
complete new workflow of visual scene documentation – from a crime scene
through to court or from an on-site critical location through to the desk of
analysers or decision makers. The technology allows clients to connect
spherical imagery, take 3D photogrammetric measurement and interconnect
other asset information.

LayoutMaster. The software is
designed to assist a contractor or
builder with virtually any type of
construction staking and layout
application, regardless of terrain,
weather or job site restrictions. The
software features a simple
interface for total stations allowing
users to drive robotic total stations
with the optional robotic module,
turn measurements from total
stations into graphical data and
special software features reduce
the potential for angular mistakes.
Other features include: live map
with touch selection; fast plan
entry; quick dimensions with a tape
measure icon to get the dimension
between points and ability to view
a summary of multiple point
selections; and simple offsets.

New field controller
technology

Topcon’s new FC-250 field
controller has the operating system
power of the latest Windows
Mobile version 6.5. The PC
performance with 806MHz
processor and 256Mb SDRAM is
designed to significantly speed up
data collection in the field. This
technology from Topcon Europe
Positioning also has a built-in
Bluetooth modem and wireless LAN
capability as standard features.
Other features include: 3.7" touchscreen display; optional Spread
Spectrum Radio (RS-1) attachment;
optional long-range Bluetooth
modem (RS-1B); and CF card slots,
plus USB and DE-9 com ports.
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Total stations for rain
or shine

antenna, digital UHF radio, GSM
module, Bluetooth module and
detachable battery. Its
upgradeable features allow users
to start with an entry model and
move up to a 72-channel L1/L2
GPS+Glonass receiver. The data
collector includes the latest
Windows Mobile 6.5 OS and builtin Bluetooth modem.

Additions to optical
portfolio
The new Sokkia 50RX series of
reflectorless total stations includes
low temperature models for use in
-30°C to +50°C and also offer
IP66 protection to keep out dust,
sand, mud and heavy rain. Sokkia
have also added a high
temperature version for use in hot
climates or conditions up to
+60°C without compromising the
lowest operating temperature of 20°C. In addition, reflectorless
measurement range has been
extended to 400m and variation of
measurement time due to different
ranges and object types are
reduced by 30%, plus a newly
developed dual-axis tilt sensor
increases working range to ±6'.
The 2" models are newly equipped
with the IACS (independent angle
calibration system) to further
increase measurement stability.
Other features include: narrow red
EDM beam for pinpoint
reflectorless measurement; built-in
Bluetooth module option for
wireless communication; and
password protection.

New GNSS system
Sokkia has also announced the
new GRX1 GNSS system, which
includes the new SHC250 data
collector, plus a new controller and
Spectrum Survey Field software.
The receiver has an integrated

New additions to Trimble’s portfolio
of optical survey systems offer
surveyors a selection of products for
surveying and engineering
applications. New 0.5" accuracy
models have been added to the S8
total station for engineering projects
such as monitoring, precision build
and high-speed railway applications.
The line now also includes a model
with video-enabled robotic control –
the Vision technology allows
surveyors to remotely see and
measure with live video feed from
the instrument on their data
controller. A new S6 total station
includes the long-range EDM
performance of the company’s DR
Plus technology, making it capable
of direct reflex measurements at
more than double the range of
previous models. Meanwhile, the
S3 total station line now includes
new autolock and servo-only
models with onboard control panel
for streamlined performance in the
field. The lightweight, compact M3
mechanical total station includes
ergonomic controls, plus an
integrated screen and keyboard
and data collection and calculation
tools with the on-board Digital
Fieldbook software. Finally, the VX
Spatial Station adds the longrange reflectorless capacity of DR
Plus technology to collect more
data with fewer instrument set-

PRODUCTS & SERVICES

New interactive 3D mapping service
A new 3D city mapping service designed for architects, planners, local authorities and
surveyors has been launched. Created and developed by Infoterra, Skape enables users
to manipulate urban landscapes online by combining high-resolution 3D textured city
models with 2D mapping and terrain data. Also, new buildings can be imported into a
city and viewed in context with their surroundings, whilst existing buildings can be
instantly removed and replaced. The service launches with 3D coverage of major UK
cities including London (centre), Birmingham, Leicester, Nottingham, Southampton,
Brighton, Bournemouth, Glasgow, Manchester and Newcastle. By the end of 2010, Leeds,
Liverpool, Sheffield, Cardiff, Edinburgh and additional London coverage will be added.
ups and extends the range of
scanning operations.

BRIEFS
Maptek has released a new
laser scanner, the long-range
I-Site 8800, which includes an
automatic tilt compensator,
motorised alignment
telescope, long-life integrated
battery, touch-screen
handheld controller and
acquisition interface.
Optech has announced
expanded support for the DiMAC

Ultralight+ 60 megapixel
medium-format digital mapping
camera. Available for the entire
suite of the company’s airborne
laser terrain mappers, the new
DiMAC cameras will be fully
supported by Optech Services.
MosaicMill has released
standalone CalCam software
for photogrammetric calibration of small and medium
format digital cameras.
Trimble’s Trident-3D road mapping
system utilises photogrammetric
software with an array of sensors.
The system can be configured in

several ways, including a vehicle
equipped with GPS/ GNSS, inertial
measurement unit (IMU), distance
measurement instrument (DMI),
multi-spectral digital cameras,
scanning lidar and at the rear, two
or more fixed lasers for pavement
surface measurement as well as a
scanning lidar.
A new tool has been
introduced for Ordnance
Survey’s online mapping
application, OS OpenSpace,
which aims to make it easy to
create map mash-ups without
needing technical know-how.
The Web Map Builder allows

users to add markers, routes
and search functionality to
their web map without having
to write a single line of code.
A new CAD-based desktop
application, SurveyMaster Lite,
has been released for surveying
and job site information editing
and plotting. The application
from Topcon Europe Positioning
is designed so users can
manage data from raw format
all the way through to a
finished plot. The software
includes survey specific
functionality as well as surface
modelling and contouring tools.

HARRIS Wheeler Lifter
Worcester, England Tel: 01905 763361 Email: mark@mhsurveys.co.uk

www.mhsurveys.co.uk

Reduces Costs & Injuries

Cover Lifting equipment

Universal Keys Wheeler Lifter
£100 per pair
£330

Plus P&P

Designed by a Surveyor
for the Surveyor
Why risk injury?
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GIS CAPTURE DEVICE

LASER MAPPING

Suppliers
of the latest
laser scanning
technology for
high precision,
3-dimensional
surveying and
mapping.
+44 (0)870 4429 400 3dlasermapping.com
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Trimble
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